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PROGRAMME FOR THE ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING  
to be held at the Royal Philatelic Society,  

41 Devonshire Place, London W1. 

 on Saturday 3
rd

 June 2017 
 

 10.00   Coffee 
 10.15   Viewing of Auction 
 

 Please book your order for lunch at the Kings Head 
 
 11.15   Live Auction 
 13.00   Mounting of “Wotherspoon Cup” and “Air Mail Trophy” competition entries 
 

 14.00             Agenda for the Annual General Meeting. 
 
  (1) Minutes of last AGM held on 4

th
 June 2016 

  (2) Adoption of Minutes 
  (3) Matters arising, not covered in the agenda 
  (4) President’s report 
  (5) Treasurer’s report [the Accounts for 2016 appear on page 44 of this issue] 
  (6) Membership Secretary’s report  
`  (7) Editor’s report 
  (8) Librarian’s report 
  (9) Auctioneer’s report 
  (10) Webmaster’s report 
  (11) Regional Organisers reports 
   (a) Midlands,  
   (b) North West,  
   (c) Scottish,  
   (d) Wessex,  
   (e) South Coast, 
   (f) London & Home Counties 
 
  (12) Election of Officers 
   President   E.Spicer 
   Vice-President 
   Secretary    
   Treasurer   G.Boutle 
   Membership Secretary  M.Buchanan  
   Competition Secretary 
   Auction Secretary P.Lister 
   Librarian   B.Priddy 
   Editor   R.Saundry 
   Webmaster   R.Clarke 
 
  (13)  Appointment of Auditor 
  (14)  Communication and publications  
    (it is essential that we have up to date email addresses)     
  (13) Subscriptions    

  (14) Aerophilatelic Judges   
  (15) Update on FISA  
   (16) Any Other Business 
 
                   Confirmation of date of next Annual General Meeting (9 June 2018). 
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Our President’s Report. 

  After all the festivities of Christmas and the New Year it is now time to concentrate on our hobby.  I 

do realise that competitive exhibiting is not for everybody and only constitutes a rather small section of 

our membership, but I must congratulate Richard Saundry and Laurence Kimpton on their         

achievements at the Spring Stampex. It is also a good way of advertising the collecting of air mails.  I do 

think that sometimes, however, too much emphasis is put on competitive exhibiting.  Although I no 

longer compete competitively, I do get a great deal of pleasure from displaying my material to other 

societies.  I would encourage other members of our Society to consider this aspect. 

  The AGM is due to be held at the premises of the Royal Philatelic Society, 41 Devonshire Place, in 

London on Saturday 3rd June and I hope that I can encourage some more of our members to attend 

this important event for our society.  Also at this event will be our next auction and the trophy       

competitions which you do not have to enter, but it would be good to meet you anyway, as it is a good 

opportunity for members to get together socially. 

  While I am on the subject of meetings, I plan to attend the South Coast Group Meeting on 25th 

March, and I hope to meet some of our members there.  Unfortunately it also coincides with the    

London Area Group Meeting at Rayleigh, and also the Thames Valley Federation Meeting at Westbex, 

both of which I would normally like to have attended, so my apologies to them. It would be good to try 

and avoid clashes of dates, in particular clash of dates by two of the BAMS Groups, and avoid this  

happening in the future. 

  We are still looking for a Secretary, and anybody who would like to help the Society in this way would 

be most welcome.  2017 looks like being a busy year for me, and I look forward to meeting as many of 

you as I can. 

Eddie Spicer. 

Editorial 

Generating Copy for our Journal. 

  I tend to sleep very soundly most nights.  Yes, from time to time I don’t get the amount of sleep I     

normally expect, but that is usually attributable to reasons outside my control. Even in West Cornwall 

we get the occasional gale causing a rattling of the window panes, and thunder storms are not unknown 

in my neck of the woods.  In my sleepy village the noises generated by boy racers or the backfire from a 

passing agricultural vehicle may occasionally awaken me from my slumbers, even sometimes the sounds 

of a snoring spouse (Beth says she never snores, but I know better!).  Once in a while I might over-

indulge with excessive eating and drinking leading directly to an initial inability to drop off. Thankfully, 

touch wood, I rarely suffer from maladies that prevent my repose.  Yes, I invariably sleep soundly at 

night. Clearly I don’t suffer from the kind of worries or stresses that otherwise might result in insomnia. 

  I can hear you saying to yourselves ‘What on earth has this got to do with readers of Air Mail News?’  I 

have come across many Editors of philatelic journals who say they toss and turn throughout the night,        

wondering if they have enough copy to fill their next issue. I don’t suffer such nightmares.  Currently I 

have plenty of copy which is a cack-handed way of paying you all a great communal compliment.  We 

really do have a  magnificent body of supporters and my eternal thanks to so many of our regular    

contributors, to such stalwart and loyal authors as Richard Beith, John Wilson, Lawrence Kimpton,  

Julian van Beveren,  Peter Wingent and Kendall  Sanford, to name just a few. What a magnificent 
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bunch of talented collectors who enrich our journal through unstintingly sharing with us the fruits of 

their researches.  Keep it up, folks! 

  Notwithstanding what I have just written, I am definitely not sitting back assuming all is rosy in the 

land of British Air Mail collecting.  It is the duty of every editor to encourage all readers to sharpen 

their quills and submit something for publication.  In this regard may I offer two suggestions ? 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 This summer on my travels, in a dusty second hand bookshop, I happened upon a copy of  the 10th 

Edition (1995) of ‘The Connoisseur Catalogue of Machin Stamps and Decimal Definitives’ which I acquired. I 

long gave up trying to keep abreast of contemporary British postage stamps and consequently have 

only a working knowledge of modern British definitive stamps, the ’Machins’. I have next to no real         

understanding of such modern developments such as ‘Smiler’ and ‘Post and Go’ stamps.  It will come 

as no surprise, therefore, to find that the contents of this fairly weighty tome (nearly 500 pages) 

proved well  beyond my ken.  I hazard a guess that now, some twenty years later, the number and   

variety of the British Machin definitive stamps is probably more than twice the number described in 

the 1995 edition of the catalogue.  Having perused the Machin catalogue, I wondered if it would be 

possible to assemble a meaningful collection of modern covers franked only using British Machin  

definitive stamps to illustrate changes of British air mail postage rates.  At least with covers I would 

not have to worry about the nuances of adhesive gums, printing methods or phosphor coatings of the 

adhesives themselves, which seemingly transfix the attention of so many aficionados of the Machin 

stamps. I have to tell you that notwithstanding the perceived impossibility of collecting an example of 

each and every change in postal rate, it has proved almost impossible even to get started amassing a 

collection of air mail covers franked solely using Machin definitive stamps.  Rifling through boxes of 

British covers at stamp fairs, or searching for offerings of Machin air mail covers on eBay, has proved 

almost fruitless.  Why is this?  There might be many reasons.  The covers were sent overseas so   

probably most would not have returned to British shores.  More likely, I feel, envelopes franked using 

these ‘common place’ stamps would seem of little intrinsic interest to the recipients and most of the 

covers would have been destroyed.  I illustrate two of the covers I have acquired.  The first is a pre-

decimal airmail cover posted from South Shields, County Durham in June 1970 to Quebec, Canada.  

This cover was correctly franked 1s. 6d. the first ½ oz. rate to a Zone B destination (the Americas, 

Africa, India and S.E. Asia) during the period 1968 to 30 June 1971.  My second example is a more 

modern cover sent air mail to Australia bearing one of the Royal Mail self-adhesive Postage Paid labels 
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generated at a post office counter. The date of posting was 3 December 2013, the office was coded 

HX7 which I suggest was a sub-post office in Halifax, Yorkshire, and the postage was £1.88p.  I have 

no idea over what period such a £1.88p. rate to Australia was/is in force.  I doubt not too many    

collectors are putting aside such unattractive commercial air mail covers for future generations of   

collectors.  Might examples such as these, one day become very desirable? 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

If we care for the future of our hobby we need not only recruit members, but we need to keep them 

interested.  Who these days is setting aside modern covers that succeeding generations of collectors 

might one day have access to and become the foci of their researches?  We all benefit from collecting 

and studying flown covers contrived or collected by our predecessors, but who is providing for those 

who might follow by saving cheap modern covers?  More importantly, are we in danger of turning 

away a whole generation of collectors who look at our hobby, through what we write and  publish in 

our journals, concerning ourselves predominantly with pre-war aerophilately, and ignoring the modern 

jet age era?  There is rarely anything published in Air Mail News that might interest, let alone excite, the 

collector of modern material.  So that is my challenge to you, for some of you to  provide articles 

about modern covers.  Some of you out there, I am sure, must collect ‘moderns’.  Let’s hear from you.  

Let us have some articles about modern post-war air mail. 

  And my second suggestion to try to get you writing for our journal is to respectfully solicit candid          

descriptions of books or articles you particularly value which might be of interest to others.  From 

time to time we get literature reviews.  Mostly such reviews inform our readership of currently       

available new aerophilatelic works.  But most of us have favourite books on our shelves we return to 

time and time again when researching our covers.  Some will be books long out of print but which 

might be available to other members from their local lending libraries.  What is your favourite         

indispensable catalogue or aviation book?  If you have such an item, why not send us a few lines    

telling us what it is about and why it is one of your favourites.   You might even care to recommend 

useful websites. 

  I anticipate a bulging post bag, or more likely these days an increase in items sent me by electronic 

means. 

Richard Saundry. 
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Society News. 

Obituary. 

Edward Wilfred Baxby (Ted) Proud, R.D.P. 

It is with great regret that we learned that Ted Proud died in February. Ted was a British postal       his-

torian, dealer, and prolific writer of more than eighty different monographs, most concerning the postal 

history of different British colonies. Ted achieved a gold medal for his exhibit of Aden at     Espana 

2004, and was invited to exhibit “India used in Malaya” in the Court of Honour in Singapore. In 2005 

he was awarded the Webb Cup by the Hong Kong Study Circle for his work ‘The Postal History of Hong 

Kong 1841-1997’ and in 2008 he was invited to sign the Roll of Distinguished Philatelists. 

  Ted founded Proud-Bailey Co. Ltd. in 1961, was a past-president of the International Federation of 

Stamp Dealers Associations, and founder of Postal History International magazine in 1972.  He was on the 

Council of the Philatelic Traders Society. 

  Proud-Bailey became a major postal history dealer, and in March this company was sold to Messrs. 

Stanley Gibbons, as a result of which Ted Proud became joint deputy-chairman of Stanley Gibbons. 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

DATES FOR YOUR DIARY 

20 May 2017.  Joint meeting of the British Air Mail Society with the Southampton Philatelic Society at 

St. Joseph’s Hall, Bugle Street, Southampton SO14 2AH.  For further details contact Josh Spoor 01273 

592214, joshspoor@tiscali.co.uk.  

Sunday 23 April 2017  Midlands Group Meeting at Conkers (National Forest Centre), Moira, 

Swadlincote, starting 10.30am.  Terry Hare-Walker will give his display “South African Airmails”.  For 

details contact: Laurence Kimpton (01564 771851, l.j.kimpton@macunlimited.net) 

Saturday 3 June 2017.  British Air Mail Society Annual General Meeting at the premises of the Royal 

Philatelic Society.  Details to be announced. 

Thursday 8 June 2017.  Frank Walton will be giving his Royal Philatelic Society Presidential Display 

“Chinese International Air Mails to 1949” to members of the Royal Philatelic Society, 41 Devonshire 

Place, London W1.  Frank has said he would be delighted for members of BAMS to attend this event as 

his guests.  For further information contact Frank Walton at frank@frankwalton.com 

Friday 14 July 2017 North West Group Meeting in Liverpool, when Duncan Crewe will display       

Imperial Airways Crash & Disrupted Mail.  Further details from Duncan on 0151 733 1291, or                          

duncancrewe@aol.com 

6-8 October 2017.  Övebria 2017, the Austrian National Philatelic Exhibition with international    par-

ticipation and with full FEPA recognition, in Hirtenberg..  There will be a Salon for Aerophilately (50-

60 frames).  During the course of this exhibition will be held the FISA Congress. 

Saturday 9th June 2018.  British Air Mail Society Annual General Meeting. 
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Meetings Reports. 

The BAMS North West Group. 

  Report of the meeting held at Liverpool on Sunday 12 February 2017. 

  Eight members and two guests attended and apologies were received from Laurence Kimpton, Terry 

Hare Walker and Stan Wheatcroft.  After the usual morning bourse and a convivial lunch the afternoon 

was given over to Andrew Francis who presented a display of ‘Wartime Airmails’ and ‘Recent      

Acquisitions’. 

  Andrew began by explaining the Recent Acquisitions included anything bought in the last ten years that 

he had only recently got around to writing up.  The first half of the display ranged over a wide geograph-

ical area and focused on the disruptive impact of war and how postal authorities responded to it.  He 

included the French, German, LATI and Pan American Transatlantic services with mail  between a wide 

range of destinations including Bohemia & Moravia, the Netherlands, Portugal and Spain. He also 

showed how the German military postal services adjusted to the vast areas of land that came under their 

control and explained how the Feldpost Airmail system worked, and how it was   possible with diligent 

research to trace mail to individual units and even work out their locations. He also showed a fascinating 

American APO cover that he was able to link to a Canadian Air Force unit serving in Alaska. 

  In the second half of his display he focused on early German airmail routes after the First World War 

before going on to discuss the neglected area of the restoration of services in the post-Second World 

War period. He stressed how it was possible to put together a very interesting display from dealers’ junk 

boxes given a good eye and a willingness to carry out research. He also commented on how the Internet 

had made research so much easier to carry out. 

  In thanking Andrew for his display, Duncan Crewe observed that members had been given an        

exemplary case study of just what could be achieved by determination and assiduous research which 

turned seemingly dull covers into interesting display material.  Those present then enjoyed the usual tea 

and cake before dispersing. 

Duncan Crewe. 

_______________________________________________________________________________ 

Letters to the Editor. 

This is the one section within our journal that is normally not edited, providing such letters are not 

deemed salacious or intended to bring our hobby into disrepute.  Letters published in this section are 

not necessarily the views of the Council of the British Air Mail Society. 

- o - o - o - 

Members Receiving Air Mail News as CD-ROMs. 

   Dear Richard, 

    Regarding CD-Roms, I agree with your comments in the last two journals regarding their durability 

and accessibility.  I certainly prefer the printed version but can see the attraction for overseas members.  

I would suggest that the method used by the New Zealand Society of Great Britain is better, CD-Roms 

have to be made and posted, and can get broken. 

   We do something similar in the Postage Due Mail Study Group (www.postageduemail.org.uk).  All 
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members are given the password, but those taking only the online version only pay £5. (Paper version 

£11, £22 or £27).  Almost all our overseas members take the online option. 

  Because no one will take over my jobs (Treasurer, Secretary, Membership) I have threatened to resign 

at the end of the year, and the Group could well cease.  There is, however, a Plan B, which could well 

become the norm for study groups in the future.  Our only function is the production and distribution 

of the Journal, which as you know costs money. 

  Plan B  Journal only supplied on line. No subscriptions. No pass word. Journals available to all.  The 

Group’s funds will be kept to pay costs of running the website, and the Editor’s expenses, and I can go 

back to sleep.  Members who do not have internet access will miss out, but may be able to use their 

children, grandchildren, or the local public library. 

  Feel free to pass this on to the other committee members. 

              Regards,                           

John Rawlins 

Editor:  I am sure we sympathise with John’s concerns about the long-term future of the Postage Due 

Mail Study Group. As the dissemination of Air Mail News as CD-Roms will be discussed at length at 

our future Annual General Meeting on 3rd June, I have taken the liberty of publishing John’s personal 

letter to me so all our readers will know of John’s idea, rather than just forward this to our Committee 

members.             

__________________________________________________________ 

 

Response to the Editorial in in February Issue. 

    Richard, 

   Thanks for your thought-provoking editorial in the latest Air Mail News.  You raised many topics 

which I’d like to respond to wearing several different hats.  Rather than pigeon hole any specific    

comments to any specific role, perhaps I should first declare my current remit in philately: I am a 

BAMS member, and an air mail collector, President of the Royal Philatelic Society London, an FIP 

judge and Chairman of the London 2020 Exhibition organising committee. I’ll leave it to anyone who 

wishes to read my thoughts to work out if I have too much of a vested interest to be objective. 

 1. Stockholmia.  You are correct in saying there is no aero seminar in the 2017 event - but nor 

is there one for revenues.  I asked the chairman of the organising committee and he said that he has 

already planned an aero seminar at the main event in 2019. 

 2. FIP Classes.  There are a couple of separate aspects to this: 

  (a) First, let me be devil’s advocate: there is no FIP class for mail that was carried by train 

  or by ship, so why should there be one for mail that was carried by aeroplane ? 

  (b) More seriously, I can confirm that there will be an Aero class at London 2020. But 

  from an organiser’s perspective, the cost of bringing in jury members for the relatively 

  low number of aero exhibits is a challenge.  The same is true of Revenues, Youth and  

  Open incidentally.  The travel and hotel costs of bringing in a Traditional judge are the 

  same as that of bringing in an Aero one - but a Traditional judge will mark many more 

  exhibits. 
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 3. Promoting Aero.  As you may be aware, I’m giving a display entitled “Chinese International Air 

Mails to 1949” as my Presidential display to the Royal on 8 June 2017.  I would be delighted to invite all 

BAMS members to come along as guests that afternoon if they wish.  If any non-RPSL   members wish 

to come along, please email me at president@rpsl.org.uk and I will ensure that they are on the guest list 

that day. It is a 5pm lecture, with the material being in the frames from 1pm onwards. 

 4. Communication. 

  (a) I am a retired IT professional, and the thoughts of CD ROMs being used to share  

  digital copies of Air Mail News makes me have sleepless nights! CDs are almost redundant 

  nowadays; the latest PC I purchased doesn’t even have a CD drive.  There are so many 

  better ways of delivering digital products now. As you comment, distribution of CDs  

  would indeed reduce postage - but downloads etc. eliminate it! 

  (b) My own view is that it is never as simple as a binary choice between paper and digital. 

  I personally would like both. The paper copy is a good train / bed reading, but the digital 

  version offers so much more in terms of searching the text. 

  (c) Why doesn’t BAMS do a chatty email only newsletter to its members in between the 

  Air Mail News editions? I know at the Royal we hold email addresses for over 90% of our 

  members, so it is highly likely that BAMS would have contact details for a similar         

  percentage. 

 5. Exhibiting Air Mails.   

  (a) My entry on Chinese Air Mails at London 2015 was awarded 95 points and a Large 

  Gold (too generously in my opinion - I had judged it at 92 in my own mind - but what 

  can you do than smile and say ‘thank you’?).  This was, however, in the Postal History  

  class as the treatment was a study about routes and rates rather than the airlines, etc.  Also, 

  I refused to have any First Flight covers in my display. Getting 95 somewhat took me  

  aback, as I had planned on enhancing it and showing it again at another FIP show. But I 

  decided that in all probability I would get 93 or 94 points next time out and end up      

  disappointed...Hence I have ‘retired’ this particular exhibit from competition. 

  (b) At the New York 2016 Exhibition, I spent three or four hours going through every 

  page of every aero exhibit trying to learn about what the differences are between Postal 

  History and Aero. I was lucky enough to have a personal tutor of a very experienced FIP 

  Aero judge who pointed out all the nuances I would need to emulate.  If BAMS could run 

  a seminar on this topic, I for one would be delighted to come along; I wonder how many 

  other ‘wanna be’ exhibitors are out there? 

  (c) My plan is to try and learn more about what judges like in Aero over and above Postal 

  History, and then re-write my material.  I have been acquiring new covers since New  

  York that, I hope, will support the direction I’m hoping to take the exhibit in. 

  Whilst writing, I must say how much I enjoyed reading John Wilson’s contribution in this [the      

February] issue - just the sort of article that makes me so pleased I joined BAMS. 

        Regards, 

Frank Walton. 

______________________________________________________________________ 
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Ligne Mermoz Flights 3A and 3R 

  Dan Gribbin’s article in the February issue has generated two letters : 

Dear Dr. Saundry,                                                                                            23 February 2017 

   I read the article written by Dan Gribbin on the flights 3A and 3R of the “Croix du Sud” to Brazil and 

back, with great interest, transatlantic air mail being one of my collecting areas. 

  The all air return cover from Natal (Brazil) to La Madeleine, Nord illustrated in that article [see Air 

Mail News, Vol. 59, No. 236 (February 2017)page 38] is similar to one in my collection. 

 My cover was cancelled 30th January 1934 Rio Grand Norte and franked 4$100, a seemingly incorrect 

rate.  The registration label, which appears to have been affixed in Saint Louis is numbered ‘376’  (see 

accompanying illustration).  Dan Gribbin notes that Gerard Collot has such a cover with a Saint Louis 

registration label, also numbered ‘376’. There is a manuscript note “By Hydroavion Croix du Sud” and 

there is a cachet in black “CHARGE D’OFFICE”  The cover was backstamped St. Louis 31st January 

and shows a La Madeleine arrival strike 5th February. 

  The questions that present themselves are : 

 1. How can there be two apparently identical registration labels posted on the same flight? 

 2. Why was a cover so seriously under-franked accepted for passage through the postal system      

 without any official endorsements ? 

  Any comments and suggestions would be most welcome. 

                   Yours very sincerely, 

John W. Smith   (Lichfield, Staffordshire) 

Editor:  Normally no two covers posted the same day from a given office should bear the same        

registration numbers, else in the event of complaint there would be an inability to investigate properly.  

I referred John Smith’s letter as a matter of courtesy to Dan Gribbin  for his comments, suggesting we 
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should contact Gérard Collot to verify if the registration number on his cover was definitely ‘376’.  Dan 

had earlier been in contact with Gérard and already had an illustration of the cover.  The registration 

number on the Collot cover could easily at first glance be read as ‘376’, but on closer inspection it 

would seem that number was probably a ‘375’. 

  Why John Smith’s seriously under-franked cover should pass without endorsements remain a mystery. 

  And Julian van Beveren has also sent a rather long offering, really more an article in its own right, 

but we will print what he has sent us….. 

  “What an intriguing article written by Dan Gribbin showing us those equally interesting scarce birds 

from the “Croix du Sud” round trip across that expansive Southern Atlantic Ocean. He does himself an 

injustice in referring to his Flight 3A cover as rather nondescript.  In those early pioneering days of  

testing flights many and oft is the time that the only evidence that history was being made is the       

evidence of departure and receiving dates found on envelopes.  Some time later came the abundance of 

informative framed up handstamps [Ed: = cachets?] to mark particular events, routes or airline carriers.  

Dan’s cover is an absolute peach to my eyes, and to many others, I dare say. 

  Dan and Gérards’ requests to learn from any further examples of the 3A flight is shown here, and if 

his lovely Aéropostale cover is unfairly described as a rather nondescript bird, this one may be referred 

to as having a little more bright plumage.  This 9gm. cover began its flight from Amsterdam and caught 

the same outbound flight of the “Croix du Sud”, and  has a similar date stamp of “AMSTERDAM - 

CENTR. STATION 29.XII.18 / 1933” cancelling the series of child welfare, Child and Star of the   

Epiphany stamps and the Mercury fl.1½ guilden, totalling fl.1.75, being 2½ cents overpaid: the correct 

rate should have been 12½ cents the surface rate and the air surcharge rate of 2 x 80 cents per 5 gm. It 

seems the sender, Mnhr. De Vries, sent this collector’s item to his  compadré in Rio de Janeiro, who 

was also a collector of air mail labels, the cover showing a Pan American, South American Sikorsky  

aircraft etiquette, though it may well have been applied to the  envelope upon it having been returned.   
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The cover arrived in France from the Netherlands with the cancellation of “PARIS R.P. AVION 930 

30.XII / 1933”, and the arrival date stamp in Brazil is shown as “CORREIO AEREO - 1A - T - RIO 

DE JANEIRO –6 JAN 934”.  It has the underlined hand written postal direction across the top of the 

envelope “MET DE FRANSChE Luchtpost / POR AVION - VIA FRANCE.” 

  As a memento of this magnificent aircraft, here is a picture postcard from Santiago of the ground 

breaking flying boat from 25 December 1935, with an inverted and unclear “GAGNEZ DU TEMPS / 

RÉPONDEZ / PAR AVION” Paris arrival cancellation in the same corner as the Santiago               

cancellation.  More usefully on the reverse are shown the Aeropostale air mail rates as at December 

1935 for the Recipient in Belgium. 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Dan also made mention of the 

historic flights achieved by 

Mermoz and his favoured air-

craft, “Arc-en-Ciel” in early 1933, 

flying the South Atlantic in both 

directions, and perhaps for those 

who have not seen these com-

memorative covers before, here 

are examples flown the south-

bound leg with the picture post-

card and crew involved, from 

“BOUCHES DU RHONE  12 1 

33 530” to “RIO DE JANEIRO 

17. 1 / 1933”, and further on showing the arrival in “BUENOS AIRES 22 ENE 33. 8”.  Captained by 

Mermoz with his co-pilot Carretier and Captain Mailloux as navigator, the radio officer being Manuel 

and the two mechanics Jousse and Couzinet.  The return trip of this famous flying boat has the date 

stamp of “RIO G. NORTE NATAL / CORREIO AEREO / 15.V.33” with an arrival date stamp of 

“DAKAR / SENEGAL / 15 / MAI / 33”.  Interestingly, it should be noted that the green etiquette 

listing the flight crew here is a man short on the return journey, compared with that of the southbound 

crossing, with the flight engineers being replaced by the single mechanic Collenot.  
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    If I may crave a small indulgence 

with one of the more unusual covers 

flown by Mermoz, I now show a  

cover which came from Mexico of all 

places, and which was initially       

endorsed to be flown across the 

North Atlantic, rather than via the 

southern hemisphere.  The newly 

issued recess-printed Mexican  5, 20 

and 50 centavos stamps of               

1st September 1934, were cancelled 

with “SERVICIO AEREO /      

MEXICO D.F. / 17 SET 34 2-3” and 

the envelope also carries a violet 

f r a m e d  d u a l  l a n g u a g e                    

instructional cachet “PAR AVION / 

POR AVION”.  The underscored 

instruction gave the intended routing: 

to be flown the 102nd flight from the 

German catapult ship on 3rd October 

1934, marked “ship to shore flight S.S. 

Bremen via New York”.  As the       

addressee lived in Frankfurt [am der] 

Oder, this instruction made perfect 

sense.  With the Pan American     

Airways hold on Central American 

postal services, however, the letter  

 

 

 

 

 

was re-routed [mis-directed ?] south, probably flown by a Sikorsky S42 of Pan American Airways as far 

as Natal, Brazil.  This then would have connected with the 6th South Atlantic Aéropostale [Editor: by 

this date the airline was Air France !] flight piloted by Mermoz together with his great friend and co-

pilot Guillaumet in the “Arc en Ciel”.  This cover is illustrated, (next page), together with the arrival date 

stamp in France using the well known promotional  machine cancellation “PARIS R P AVION 1330 23. 

IX / 1934 / GAGNEZ DU TEMPS / RÉPONDEZ/ PAR AVION”, arriving Berlin Central the    

following day, showing the arrival date stamp “BERLIN C / L 2* 29.5.34 5-6” , in an enviable transit 

time of only 10 days. [Ed: I have looked at the illustration , and I believe the date stamp for Paris  
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Card flown the north-

bound return trip of the 

“Arc-en-Ciel”, Rio de 

Janeiro to Dakar, Senegal. 

Mexican cover 

flown by Mermoz 

and Guillaumet the  

South Atlantic 

crossing using the 

“Arc-en-Ciel” in 

1934. 
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should more correctly be read as 13.30 hrs. 28 September, and arrival in Berlin next day 29 September, 

(the ‘9’ in the arrival date stamp was struck over the flap of the envelope and the ‘9’ without careful 

scrutiny could most easily without thinking about it, be mis-read as a ‘5’).  This accords perfectly with 

the 6th crossing since that flight is recorded having reached France 26th  September, and the 28th       

September date stamp for Paris makes more sense!] 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  I suppose a good example of a more rarefied Mermoz cover, together with a further plain one, are the 

last two covers I will describe.  Mermoz was scheduled to open the start of the more regular South   

Atlantic service using Aéropostale’s modified hydroplane version of the LATÉ 28-3 F-AJNQ “Comte de 

la Vaulx”.  The crossing using the “Comte de la Vaulx” is commemorated here in the Saint Louis,      

Senegal to Natal cover , most certainly in the vanguard of a “pli de témoin” with the great man’s signature 

on it.  Addressed to Aéropostale’s boss in Natal, of which it is believed only some six examples are   

extant, the cover was flown by Mermoz accompanied by his navigator, Jean Darby, and radio flight  

engineer, Léonard Gimié.  The date stamps on the cover were “ST. LOUIS AVION    SENEGAL / 12 

MAI 30”, and upon arrival in Brazil, “RIO GRANDE NORTE  / 13 v. 30 / 4A SEC. MANHÃ”. 

    The perhaps less exciting looking cover, however, (next page), with the fading address of the            

COMPAGNIÉ GÉNÉRALE AÉROPOSTALE in Paris, had a much more adventurous flight north-

wards towards France.  Following a stressful start, after some 52 abortive attempts to take off from the 

surface  at Rio Potingui, Natal, there was worse to come. Some 900 kilometres from the West African 

coast on 8th July 1930, Mermoz was forced to make a controlled emergency landing on the ocean, and if 

reference is made to page 155 in G. Collot and A. Cornu’s book “Ligne Mermoz”, the photograph of the 

“Comte de la Vaulx” looks a very sorry sight with her port wing under the water. Thankfully, the aviso 

“Phocée” was able to rush to the rescue of the crew and saved all the mail on board, although sadly the 

ocean was to claim the hydroplane. The reverse of the cover has the date of arrival in the French capital 

“PARIS R.P. DISTRIBUTION / 10 * 16.VII / 1939”, but there is no mention of the accident on the 
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envelope., with the inserted arrival date stamp from the reverse.)” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Editor:  Julian also sent a picture from a contemporary issue of the ‘London Illustrated News’ of the Croix du 

Sud undergoing world-breaking long distance flying tests in preparation for the South Atlantic    cross-

ing.  This is illustrated on the outside front cover. 

______________________________________________________________________ 
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 Questions & Answers. 

A. 522.  More on the Galway to Berlin Flight of 22nd October 1932. 

   Roger Stanley-Smith has now added more information: 

    Dear Richard, 

   Further to the response printed in Air Mail News No. 236 (February 2017, page 15), in answer to the 

question of the 1932 Galway to Berlin flight, a very detailed history is to be found in Michael Traynor’s 

“Iona - Ireland’s First Commercial Airline”, published by the author in 2004.  In it he provides great detail 

about the flight and the potential, but subsequently ignored, importance of Gsalway as a staging point 

for the transfer of Atlantic mail. 

Galway to London Flight. 22 October 1932 

  In early 1932 Hugh Cahill, managing director of Iona National Airways Ltd., decided to attempt to 

accelerate the delivery of mails landed from Atlantic liners at Galway to the European continent, in 

much the same way as the Cologne to Cherbourg and Basel to Cherbourg feeder services had done in 

the opposite direction.  It was planned, therefore, to make plans for a trial flight to assess the feasibility 

of the proposal. 

  The flight was promoted by Hugh Cahill and Colonel Charles Russell, who had participated in the  

earlier Galway to Croydon experiment in 1929. On the 1932 occasion, it was intended to bring mail 

landed from the incoming Norddeutscher Lloyd steamer Bremen, which had completed the summer  

season of catapults and would now call at Ireland in addition to France, and fly them to Dublin to    

connect with a special flight for Berlin.  In preparation, the day before, the 21st October, a Fokker 

F.X.11 registered “PH-AID” belonging to KLM was positioned at Dublin to receive the incoming mail. 

The mail was brought ashore the following day at Galway and transferred to the waiting de Havilland 

Fox Moth “EI-AAP” belonging to Iona National Airways. Despite dense fog which obscured the far 

end of the runway, Oliver Armstrong managed to take off and arrive at Baldonnel on time, despite two 

aircraft which had taken off from the Dublin aerodrome being forced to return immediately because the 

conditions were so bad! The mail was handed over to Captain J.B. Scholte who, with Colonel Russell as 

co-pilot, flew to Berlin with the mail and thirteen passengers by way of Croydon and Rotterdam.  The 

machine made the return trip the next day, making the first round trip to a continental city from Dublin. 

  It is nor clear, however, whether this was a KLM flight, a charter by the Irish government, Iona       

National Airways or, indeed a private sponsor (such as Colonel Russell). 

  Note: There is considerable additional background information in Michael Traynor’s book. 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 A. 525.  How the “BY AIRMAIL FROM NEW YORK via P.A.A. and 

SCADTA “ Etiquettes were Distributed. 

 Julian van Beveren, always most helpful, explains how these etiquettes were distributed: 

  ‘The supposition that these etiquettes were distributed through the Colombian consulates is quite   

correct and in support of this I consulted page 32 of Frank Muller’s 1933 first edition of “Etiquettes 

Aéropostales emises par les Administrations postals ou les Compagnies de Navigation aérienne”.  At the 

bottom of this page in French is his text explaining where the Colombian etiquettes were issue, and it is 
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interesting  to note that the last entry of a Colombian etiquette number 17, (Type 14), was issued to 

their post offices for distribution, not until 1932.  

  In English translation the advisory text would read something like this :- 

  “Etiquettes 1 to 16 have been issued by SCADTA or its representatives: No. 2 in Germany; No. 4 in Venezuela, ; 

5, 5a, 5b and 6 in the United States; 11 in Panama.  The numbers 7, 9, 10, 12, 13, 13a, 15, 15a, 16 and 16a were 

issued by the Colombian consulates abroad.  Etiquette No. 17 is the first to be issued by the Post Office of Colombia” 

  In terms of finding them on cover, it is quite correct to say that the majority iof them are to be found 

on air mail covers from Germany due to that country’s huge business investment in the development of 

air mail and aviation in Colombia.  I show (Editor: not shown here) a British cover from Birmingham 

with the correct postage of 2s. 0d. per ½ ounce.  The stamps were perfinned W G LTD for W. Gerwin 

Ltd. of Birmingham, cancelled “BIRMINGHAM 7-PM / 19 FEB / 1937”, and the arrival date stamp 

of 29. II. 1937 in Medellin on the reverse. 

  Readers may find interesting, while on the subject, a particularly scarce type of Colombian air mail 

etiquette which is my understanding was applied on arrival in New York on mail incoming from      

Europe.  I show this on an Italian cover which arrived on the S.S. Aquitania, addressed to the Swiss 

Consulate in Bogata. This blue and white etiquette was applied on arrival in New York, confirmed by 

the circular date stamp not tied thereon.  Sent as marked, the cover would have travelled from Milan to 

Cherbourg by rail, then by ship to New York, with onward air transmission New York to Colombia. 
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A. 526. Possible Reason for the Extra Pair of 1 Rupee Stamps            

on a 1932 Letter to England. 

   To date your Editor has had no replies to Peter Mansfield’s query about the reason for the pair of   

1 Rupee stamps on a 1932 air mail letter to England.  Your Editor, therefore, not knowing much 

about Indian air mail postage rates, puts his head above the parapet and wonders if the reason was,         

considering the enigmatic endorsement “Stamps for RD” that the two stamps were applied “per      

Favour” so that a member of the recipient’s family called ‘Richard’ might have the two stamps for 

his collection ? 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Q. 527.  Why was this Luxembourg Cover to Colombia sent via 

the Belgian Air Mail Service ? 

  Luxembourg air mail covers rarely, if ever, feature in Air Mail News.  Your Editor shows one such 

cover posted in Luxembourg City 12-14.00 hrs. 6th March 1937 with Belgian air mail stamps         

cancelled in transit in Brussels at 20-21.00 hrs. the same day, addressed to Bogota, Colombia,      

arriving in the Colombia capital on 21st March.  Seemingly this cover was properly flown via the 

transatlantic steamer service to New York, thence by air to destination.  The franking was correct: 

1¾ Francs was the  Luxembourg UPU surface letter rate (1 December 1929 - 5 April 1946) and the 

Belgian air mail  surcharge rate to Colombia via New York (13 February 1936 -31 February 1938) 

was 9Fr.00 per 5 gm.  But why the compound franking? Surely in 1937 Luxembourg air mail stamps 

were acceptable for international air mail service? Interestingly, the return address on back flap of 

the envelope was for someone who lived in Thionville, Lorraine, France (close to but just south of 

Luxembourg).  Why didn’t the French person post this letter from Lorraine using French stamps 

and send it via the French air mail service? I guess we will never know, but why the compound 

franking? 
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Francis J. Field’s Little Trademark 

By Peter Wingent 

  I am sure that almost all BAMS members will have in their collections 

covers which at one time were sold by Francis J. Field.  On the reverse 

of some will be seen the little trademark, often considered to          

authenticate the item, which is shown in Figure 1.  Some years ago, 

Bryan Stokoe asked John Field, son of Francis, the meaning of “BCM/

AIRFIELD” and was told that it was a post box address.  It turns out 

that in the late 1920s and in the1930s F.J. Field used the British    

Monomarks company as a post box address.  Thus BCM = British 

Commercial Monomarks and AIRFIELD was Francis Field’s box    

identification. British Monomarks Ltd. was established in 1925 and 

situated in High Holborn.  The company is still in business today, 

based in Monomark House in Old Gloucester Street, London, WC1. 

   

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. 

Figure 2. 
Figure 3.  BCM/AIRFIELD fourth line. 

Figure 4. 
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Apart from the trademark, the only other place I have seen BCM/AIRFIELD used is on the inside of 

the card folders in which Francis Field sometimes placed first flight covers.  A typical folder, reduced 

size, is shown in Figure 2 and the small box of text (enlarged because original measures only 25mm x 

12mm.) in Figure 3. 

  For many years the address on the cover shown in Figure 4 had puzzled me.  At one society meeting 

(not BAMS) I had asked if anybody could explain the meaning of BM/ZXP 3.  More than one person 

said that it was a secret service address!  Now, of course, I realise that it is far less glamorous and the 

letter would have been delivered to British Monomarks Ltd., then in High Holborn, and placed in the 

post box of the private individual identified by ZXP 3.  It appears that British Monomarks used the ini-

tials BM for private mail and BCM for commercial mail. 

  For anyone interested, the British Monomarks Ltd. website address is www.britishmonomarks.co.uk. 

from which it can be seen that the company still offers post box services but has also moved into the 

digital age by offering “Virtual Office Services.” A screen shot from the web page is shown in Figure 5 

and a photograph of the very secure entrance to Monomark House in Figure 6. 

  I wonder for how long Francis Field used the British Monomarks post box service.  The few items of 

correspondence I have seen from the 1950s to the 1980s have Sutton Coldfield as Field’s address on his 

headed paper.  If any reader can add to the story, please write to the editor. 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5. 

Figure 6. 
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Australian Air Mail across the Pacific and Atlantic 

Oceans, 1937-1945 

By Laurence Kimpton  

 

Part 3. Mail by Sea and Air to Europe, 1942-1944 and Mail via    

Trans-Pacific Military Services, 1942-1945 

 

Mail by Ship to USA and then by Air to Europe, 1942-1944 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  Following the suspension of Pan American Airways trans-Pacific services in December 1941, later in 

the same month the Australian Post Office announced a new routing for eastbound mail to Europe. 

This routing quickly became of greater importance because the Horseshoe Route which had been     

disrupted by Japanese aggression in south-east Asia in November and December 1941, was finally cut 

with the fall of Singapore on 15th February 1942. The rates for the new routing are listed in the Table of 

Air Mail Charges of January 19421. Transmission was by sea to the west coast of USA, by internal US air 

services to New York and by PAA FAM 18 to Lisbon with connection by BOAC/KLM to England. 

Rates were 2s 1d for each half ounce to United Kingdom (Figs. 1 and 2), 1s 11d for the first half ounce 

and 1s 10d for each additional half ounce to Portugal, Spain (Fig. 3) and Switzerland (Figs. 4 and 5). A 

concession rate of 1s per half ounce was made available for letters to prisoners of war for which the  

 

Fig.1.  22nd December 1941. Cover from Sydney to England. “By Clipper” endorsement crossed out and   

replaced by “Sea to USA, Air to United Kingdom” probably at the post office counter. Possibly the first      

despatch at the 2s. 1d. sea/air rate to the UK. Censored at Sydney. Following re-direction in England,       

cancelled at Preston on 16th March 1942. The long time in transit could reflect the Pacific crossing by sea, 

disruption to PAA transatlantic services by bad weather in February, or simply a delay in re-direction. 
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Austral- ian Red 

Cross produced special envelopes (Fig. 6); the envelopes bore the code A for prisoners in Germany, B 

for prisoners in Italy and C for prisoners addressed care of the International Red Cross in Geneva. 

There was also a concession rate of 9d per half ounce for mail to United Kingdom sent by military per-

sonnel (Fig, 7); this concession does not appear to apply to mail sent to members of the  forces in  

Fig. 2. 18th June 1943. Cover from Brisbane, at the 2s. 1d. sea/air to the UK, addressed to the RAAF Base 

Post Office in London with an alternative address in Scotland.  At London re-directed to Larbert, Scotland, 

receiving on the reverse a cancellation at RAAF Base No. 4, dated 20 July 1943. One month in transit.        

Censored at Brisbane. 

Fig. 3. 25th November 1943. Cover from Melbourne to Spain at the rate of 1s. 11d. (sea/air rate). Delayed 

considerably en route; on reverse cancelled at Lisbon on 5th February 1944, and at Madrid on 18th February. 

Censored at Melbourne and at Madrid. 
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Europe (for example, the cover shown in Fig. 2). The Table of Air Mail Charges of 9 May 19422 added 

Sweden to the countries served by this route (Fig. 8). The rate to Sweden of 2s 6d for the first half 

ounce and 2s 5d for each additional half ounce also included carriage by air from United Kingdom to 

Sweden (usually via BOAC’s Leuchars-Stockholm service). Unlike New Zealand, the Australian Post 

Office did not offer the alternative routing of by sea to Panama, then by air to the USA to connect with 

the PAA trans-Atlantic service. 

  According to the Postmaster General’s Report, 1944-53 the eastbound sea-air service ceased in June 1944.  

Fig. 4. 17th December 1943. Cover from Hamilton, NSW, to Switzerland at the rate of 1s. 11d. (sea/air rate). 

It is addressed to an escaped prisoner-of-war interned in Switzerland. Censored at Melbourne. From Lisbon 

it was sent by surface to Switzerland via Paris where it was censored by the Germans (code Ax). Red cachet 

at bottom right indicates it was to be forwarded by the Swiss Army postal service. Censored by the Swiss 

Army in Bern (censor mark 315) with a seal for post to internees applied. 

Fig. 5. 12th November 1943. Cover from Adelaide containing Red Cross messages to the International Red 

Cross Committee at Geneva, at fourfold sea/air rate for a cover weighing between 1½ and 2 ounces (1s. 11d. 

for the first half ounce, 1s. 10d. x 4 for subsequent half ounces). Censored at Adelaide and Berlin (code Ab) 
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This ties in with the introduction from 4th July 1944 of a service at the rate of 1s 6d per half ounce to 

United Kingdom for mail by sea to Ceylon to connect with the India-United Kingdom service which by 

then was routed once again through the Mediterranean from Cairo to Gibraltar. Covers to United   

Kingdom franked 2s 1d are known after June 1944, but they were posted in a letter box and the sender 

might have been unaware of the new westbound route. From 11th September 1944 correspondence in 

the form of air letters could be sent throughout by air across the Indian Ocean to India and thence to 

United Kingdom. Thus the westward routing of mail from Australia to Europe had once again become 

the norm. 

Fig. 6.  20th November 1942. Cover from Melbourne at 1s. 0d. concession rate (sea/air service) to a           

prisoner-of-war, c/o International Red Cross Committee at Geneva. Censored at Melbourne. 

Fig. 7. 7th April 1942. Cover from Melbourne at 9d. military concession rate (sea/air service) to England.  

Censored at Melbourne. 
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Fig. 8. 17th June 1944. Cover from Adelaide at 2s. 6d. Rate to Sweden (by sea to west coast of USAS, by air 

trans-Atlantic and by air from Scotland to Sweden). Censored at Adelaide and in England. OAT (Onward Air 

Transmission) cachet applied in London 

Fig. 9.  7th May 1942. Cover from England to Australia. By air to the west coast of the United States, then by 

sea. Rate: 1s. 3d. per half ounce. Censored in Brisbane. 
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In the reverse direction from United Kingdom to Australia, routing of airmail via trans-Atlantic air    

services, internal US air services and and then by ship across the Pacific Ocean had occurred before  

January 1942 when the Empire route was cut in the Mediterranean in June 1940 and when the      

Horseshoe Route was disrupted in Iraq in June 1941. Following the closure of the Horseshoe Route in 

the Far East, British Post Office Overseas Mail Branch Reports4 record mail for Australia being sent via 

USA between February and July 1942 and the service is listed at the rate of 1s 3d per half ounce in    

editions of the Post Office Circular up to August 19445. Mail from Sweden, Switzerland, Portugal and 

Spain also used this routing. Swedish mail (usually endorsed 'Via England') was also flown to Scotland, 

by a Swedish service operated by ABA (from Stockholm to Aberdeen until October 1944, then to  

Prestwick) and by BOAC to Leuchars when the ABA service was suspended (from 2nd June to 5th  

August 1943 and 23rd October 1943 to early March 1944)6. After July 1944, as with British mail,      

Swedish mail (as it was routed via the United Kingdom) was increasingly sent eastward via the reopened 

route through the Mediterranean, and then to India to join the Indian Ocean service to Australia.      

Examples of mail from England and Sweden, by air to the west coast of the USA and then by sea to 

Australia are shown in Figs. 9 and 10. 

Mail via Trans-Pacific Military Services, 1942-1945  

  Trans-Pacific mail for certain categories of mail did not end with the cessation of PAA’s FAM 19    

services in December 1941. On 31st August 1942 Pan American Airways conducted a survey flight on  

Fig. 10. 28th October 1942. Cover from Stockholm to Melbourne. Flown by ABA from Stockholm to           

Aberdeen. OAT (Onward Air Transmission) cachet applied in London before being flown to Lisbon to connect 

with the PAA transatlantic service to New York. Flown to the west coast of the USA for forwarding by sea to 

Australia. Rate: I Krona 5 öre for a letter weighing under 5 grammes (postage 30 öre, air mail fee 75 öre). 

Censored at Melbourne. 
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behalf of US Naval Air Transport Service (NATS) from Sydney to Oakland, California, via Auckland, 

Tonga, Penrhyn Island and Honolulu with a Martin Mariner US Navy flying boat. The cover in Fig. 11 

was flown as unofficial mail on this flight. Subsequent flights by NATS carried official mail to USA, US 

forces mail, mail from other allied forces if space was available, prisoner of war mail (Fig. 12) and, from 

5th July 1943, civilian airgraphs from Australia addressed to United Kingdom (Fig. 13). The trans-

Pacific routing of airgraphs was short-lived because from 22nd July 1943 Australian airgraphs were 

routed via the Qantas ‘secret’ Indian Ocean service to Ceylon. However, airgraphs from United    

Fig. 11.  2nd September 1942.  Cover flown on United States NATS survey flight from Sydney to 

Oakland. Cancelled at Nakualofa, Tonga on 7th September and at Oakland on 18th September. 

Fig. 12.  13th July 1943. Lettersheet or ‘Notelope’ to Italy sent by an Italian prisoner-of-war. Posted at    

Military PO Myrtleford (POW camp). Rate: 1s. 0d. Flown by United States NATS from Sydney to USA, then 

by US internal services and PAA transatlantic service from New York to Lisbon. Censored at Melbourne and 

by German censor at Munich (code Ad - the horizontal stroke of ‘A’ is very faint). 
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Kingdom to Australia continued to be routed via USA until February 1944. 

  In 1944 an attempt was made to 

investigate the possibility of       

developing a British trans-Pacific 

route which avoided the USA7. 

With the end of the war in Europe 

apparently in sight, it seemed that 

the RAF might become involved in 

the war in the Pacific against Japan, 

in support of which a new supply 

and communications route would 

be needed. The Australian aviator 

Patrick Gordon Taylor proposed 

surveying a central Pacific route 

between Mexico and Australia for 

this purpose. The RAF took up his 

proposal and in May 1944 supplied 

him with a Catalina flying boat 

which he named Frigate Bird.      

Objections by the US Government 

delayed the planned flight until  

August, the Americans being     

concerned that future British  trans-

Pacific civil air services avoiding the 

USA might be developed. On 30th 

August 1944 the Catalina left     

Bermuda and flew to Acapulco on 

the Pacific coast of Mexico. On 

20th September Taylor left        

Acapulco for Austral ia via          

Clipperton Island (where a          

hurricane led to a four week delay), 

Bora Bora, Tahiti, Aitutaki, Tonga 

and Auckland, arriving at Sydney on 

30th October. Although the survey 

flight was successful, the route was 

not developed because of further 

disagreements with the Americans, in particular over the planned construction of an airfield on        

Clipperton Island. Probably 25 covers from various points on the route were flown on the survey flight 

to Australia (Fig. 14). On the return flight to Bermuda, via Noumea, Fiji, Canton Island, Fanning     

Island, Honolulu, San Diego Fort Worth and Charleston, 15 covers were flown to Fanning Island and 

about 5 from Fanning Island to Bermuda. 

  In November 1944 RAF Transport Command inaugurated a service between Sydney and Montreal via 

Auckland, Fiji, Canton Island, Honolulu and San Diego, mainly in response to the British Fleet moving 

from the Indian Ocean to the Pacific8. The service was operated by Consolidated Liberator aircraft. The  

Fig. 13. 5th July 1943. First airgraph despatch from Australia to UK. 

Cancelled at Newtown, NSW. Censored at Sydney. Flown by United 

States NATS from Sydney to USA, then by US internal services and 

PAA transatlantic service from New York to Lisbon to connect with 

KLM/BOAC service to England. British delivery envelope dated 

23rd July 1943. 
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first flight left Sydney on 10th November 1944 (Fig. 15). At Montreal connection was made with the 

RAF trans-Atlantic service. As with the NATS trans-Pacific service the RAF service was primarily used 

for official mail, but if space was available forces mail and prisoner of war mail was carried. The service 

ended in December 1945. In the absence of transit markings on the mail, it is not possible to tell  

whether mail was routed via the Indian Ocean or on the RAF trans-Pacific service. Usually mail from 

Australia was routed via the Indian Ocean. 

Fig. 14. September 1944. Cover flown on the Central Pacific survey flight by P.G. Taylor in the Catalina 

‘Frigate Bird’ from Acapulco, Mexico to Sydney. Cancelled at Acapulco on 8th September, Papeete, Tahiti 

on 23rd October. Backstamped on arrival at Sydney on 30th October. Signed by the crew of ‘Frigate Bird’. 

Fig. 15. 9th November 1944, Cover flown on the first flight of the RAF TYransport Command 

service from Sydney to Montreal. Backstamped at Montreal on 15th November. 
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_____________________________________________________________________________ 
 

Mail from Sweden to Australia via SILA Trans-Atlantic Flights, June-July 

1945 

  In June and July 1945 some Swedish mail for Australia was flown directly from Stockholm to New 

York by the Swedish airline SILA (Svensk Interkontinental Lufttrafik Aktiebolaget)9. SILA was         

established in June 1943 as an airline to operate post-war intercontinental services and in March 1945 

received the concession to operate across the North Atlantic under an agreement between the USA and 

Sweden. In 1944 the American government transferred ten Boeing B-17 Flying Fortress bombers, which 

had force-landed in Sweden, to the Swedish government in exchange for the return of several hundred 

USAAF aircrew. The Saab company converted seven of the B-17s into 14 seat airliners re-designated as 

F-17s, the remaining three being used as a source of spares10. Having obtained the go ahead to operate 

to the USA, SILA made two flights from Stockholm to New York, via Rejkjavik and Goose Bay,      

Labrador, on 27 June and 9 July 1945. Mail was carried on both flights and the Swedish Post Office  

applied flight cachets (Fig. 16). Endorsements on much of the commercial mail such as 'Via England' 
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and 'Via Clipper' were ignored, as by avoiding the United Kingdom the SILA flights provided a quicker 

direct service. After arrival in New York the mail would have been flown by internal US services to San 

Francisco, or possibly as far as Honolulu, for forwarding by ship to Australia. 
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Fig. 16.  19th June 1945.  Cover to Melbourne posted at Vetlanda, Sweden. Flown on the first flight by SILA 

from Stockholm to New York. Flight cachet applied at Stockholm. Flown to the west coast of USA or to    

Honolulu for forwarding by sea to Australia. Franked 95 öre, the rate for a letter to Australia weighing under 

5 grammes (postage 30 öre, air mail fee 75 öre), but taxed, presumably because it was overweight.          

Censored in USA and at Melbourne. 
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 Some FAM-18 First Flight Covers of Character. 

by Richard Saundry. 

   In May 1939 Pan American Airways opened its long-awaited transatlantic air mail service (US Foreign 

Air Mail Route 18, FAM-18), across the North Atlantic linking New York with Marseilles, France.  

When the return leg of the round trip took off from Marseilles  May 25, 1939 the vast bulk of the mail 

carried on the Boeing 314, NC 18603 “Yankee Clipper” piloted by Captain Arthur E. LaPorte, was    

philatelic in nature.  The flight was such a well advertised event that no less than 16,131 pieces of first 

flight covers were prepared to be carried from Marseilles to New York, plus 6439 pieces to be flown 

only as far as Lisbon and 6328 pieces to Horta in the Azores. A further 9028 pieces addressed to New 

York and 6421 pieces addressed to Horta were picked up in Lisbon. It is no surprise, therefore, that 

nearly 80 years after this inaugural FAM-18 flight took place, first flight covers are readily encountered 

and good examples with the readily identifiable first flight cachets can be obtained at little cost 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 It will be readily appreciated that most collectors were only interested in adding representative covers 

to their collections to document this momentous inaugural, thus by far the vast majority posted from 

France  were addressed to New York, or other destinations within continental USA or Canada.  I show 

one such cover, (Fig. 1), that was addressed to Toronto.  Correctly franked 12Fr.50 computed as 2Fr.25 

the first 20 gm. UPU surface rate plus 10Fr.00 per 5 gm air surcharge rate.  Not posted as a registered 

item it was not postmarked when it reached Toronto, but helpfully New York seemed to have pulled 

out all the stops on this occasion and the back of the envelope is a machine postmark for 530PM May 

27.  The postal officials in Marseilles must have been overworked in applying the red first flight cachets 

to so many thousands of covers. 

   Despite the ubiquity of these first flight covers, the discerning collector with due diligence will find a 

number of unusual items, and this will be the main thrust of the current presentation.  Consultation of 

the catalogue listing in Vol. 3, the 6th (current) Edition of the American Air Mail Catalogue (pub. 2004) 

we read that in addition to cachets struck in red, the cachet struck using a steel die in blue at Marseilles 

is considered very scarce.  I show, (Fig. 2.), one such example bearing the blue cachet that was sent to 

Brooklyn, New York. I have no information why the blue ink was used on a decidedly minority of   

covers. Does anybody know? 

Fig. 1.  F/F FAM-18 cover Marseilles to New York, flown beyond the USA to Toronto. 
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What is of interest to me, a collector of European air mail covers that were flown beyond New York, is 

that there is a much scarcer group of covers that were posted from a number of European countries to 

connect with the inaugural flight from Marseilles.  I show two such covers, both emanating from the 

low countries.  The first, (Fig. 3.), was posted from the Hague, the Netherlands at 16.00 hrs. 23 May, 

addressed to Philadelphia.  Correctly rated 40 cents (12½ cents per 20 g. surface + 27½ cents per 5 gm. 

air).  No arrival date stamp, but New York transit 530PM 27 May.  The stampers at Marseilles must have 

been getting tired by the time this cover was processed as there are two strikes of the first flight cachet, 

one of which was only partially struck. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  A second example of a cover from a European country, (Fig. 4.), was posted from Antwerp, Belgium 

20-21.00 hrs. 23 May and addressed to Alabama.  Correctly franked 9Fr.75 computed as 1Fr.75 per 20 

gm. the Belgian UPU surface letter rate, plus twice 4Fr.00 per 5 gm. air surcharge. This cover arrived at 

Marseille - Gare Avion 24.00 hrs 24 May, then New York 27 May, but no arrival date stamp, since the 

United States did not ordinarily date stamp arrival marks on ordinary non-registered letters. 

Fig. 2. F/F FAM-18 cover Marseilles to New York showing use of blue first flight cachet. 

Fig. 3. Dutch cover correctly franked 40 cents for F/F FAM-18 Marseilles to the USA 
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 Far more interesting, from the present writer’s point of view, are first FAM-18 flight covers that were 

addressed to countries beyond the United States.  You have to be very careful, however, not to fall into 

a trap because letters were addressed to destinations beyond the United States to assume that they were 

flown beyond the United States  I show, for instance, (Fig. 5), a Swiss cover from Fleurier 23 May, 

franked SF1.30, properly flown the first flight Marseilles to New York, that was addressed to Banfield, 

Argentina. Inspection of postmarks on the back, however, and we see in addition to the expected arrival 

postmark for New York 530PM  of 27 May, an arrival date stamp for Banfield, Argentina dated 21 June.  

Clearly this cover was not flown to Argentina but went from New York by surface means. The postage 

of SF1.50 I believe was calculated as 30 centimes the UPU surface letter rate plus twice 50 centimes per 

5 gm. air surcharge rate to the USA only. 

   With my next philatelic 

first flight FAM-18 cover 

that was not flown beyond 

the United States, (Fig. 6) 

the collector who devised 

this cover missed a trick. 

Posted from Antwerp,   

Belgium May 23, 1931 the 

letter was addressed to   

Manila, the Philippines.  

The cover was franked  

using stamps amounting to 

30Fr.75 both on the address 

side and the back of the 

envelope,  The postal      

officials in Marseilles must 

have very carefully treated 

each cover passing through 

their hands since in this case 

the first flight cachet was 

Fig. 4.  Belgian acceptance for F/F FAM-18 Marseilles to New York. 

Fig. 5.  Swiss F/F FAM-18 cover addressed to Argentina, but not flown     

beyond the United States. 
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applied to the back of the envelope.  The letter, however, only carried sufficient postage for the        

transatlantic flight, the postage of 30Fr.75 being computed as 2Fr.75 UPU surface rate for a letter 

weighing more than 20 gm. but not more than 40 gm., plus 7 x 4Fr.00 per 5 gm. air to the USA only.  

If the sender had decided to send the cover to Manila to be flown a combination of both FAM-18, the 

transatlantic route, and FAM-14 the trans-Pacific route, the correct air surcharge rate would have been 

10Fr.50 per 5 gm. There was no arrival dates stamp for the Philippines. 

    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

We now come to an even more select group of First Flight FAM-18 covers - these are that decidedly 

scarce group that were posted from a country in Europe other than France, but also can proven were 

flown beyond New York to destinations outside of the United States and Canada. And for my first   

example some collectors may raise their eyebrows! I show, (Fig. 7) a first flight cover posted Lisbon, 

Portugal to Hamilton, Bermuda.  The surprise here is, as all aviation historians know, that the first    

return east-west transatlantic flight stopped in Bermuda, and some enterprising collectors tried to have 

covers, including the British air mail dealer A.J. Phillips (syn. J. Stephens) flown between intermediary 

Fig. 6.  Front and 

back of Belgian    

acceptance for FAM-

18 First Flight       

Marseilles to New 

York. 

Addressed to Manila, 

the Philippines, the 

franking of 30Fr.75 

only afforded air mail 

service as far as San 

Francisco. 
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points on the route.  What collectors at the time did not appreciate was the fact that all mail addressed 

to Bermuda was to be flown the whole way to New York, then returned (by air?) to Hamilton.  The  

cover was franked 5 75 Escudos, but the present writer does no know if this was correct for a           

Portuguese cover flown to Bermuda,  The cover shows the blue Portuguese first flight cachet, an on 

back the New York arrival mark 27 May 27, and subsequent arrival postmark for Hamilton May 31. 

   

 

 

 E n t e r p r i s i n g  D u t c h        

collectors wishing to send 

their covers to addresses 

beyond the United States 

had the relatively easy choice 

of having their covers sent 

to one of the Dutch colonies 

in South America.  I show, 

(Fig. 8.), one such first flight 

cover seemingly correctly 

franked 55 cents for air mail 

transmission the whole way 

v i a  N e w  Y o r k  t o             

Paramar ibo ,  Sur inam.     

Postage only as far as New 

York would have been 40 

cents. Posted Amsterdam 

20.00 hrs. May 23, and  

transiting Marseilles May 24 

and New York May 27, this 

cover arrived Paramaribo May 30, after having been flown New York to Miami, then by PAA over  

FAM-5 to Surinam.  Another Dutch collector, however, managed to devise a cover from Amsterdam 

May 22, 1939 via New York to Barranquilla, Colombia, (Fig. 9), where having transited  Marseilles May 

24 and New York on May 27 was back stamped with an air mail duty arrival postmark for Barranquilla 

May 31.  Properly flown, I am not sure that the postage of 70½ cents was strictly correct. The franking 

included all five values of the charity surcharge issue of 1939.  Perhaps some Dutch collector will be able 

Figure 7. 

F/F FAM-18 cover 

Portugal to          

Bermuda.  All covers 

to Bermuda were 

overflown Bermuda 

to New York, then 

returned by air to 

Bermuda. 

Fig. 8. First flight FAM-18 cover Marseilles to New York.  Dutch acceptance 

franked 55 cents to allow onward air transmission beyond USA to Surinam. 
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to confirm if the franking of 70½cents was correct. 

    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 9. Dutch 

cover franked 

70½ cents flown 

F/F FAM-18    

Marseilles to New 

York, then via 

FAM-5 service to 

Barranquilla,   

Colombia. 

Figure 10 (front) Air mail cover  from Le Bourget Airport, France to Honolulu, Hawaii. Flown 

F/F FAM-18 to New York, then to San Francisco, finally FAM-14 service flight to Hawaii. 
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Finally I can show one example, (Fig. 10), of a registered First Flight FAM-18 cover that was flown the 

“two oceans” route via the United States to Honolulu, Hawaii. Posted at Le Bourget Airport, France 

on May 24, this cover was rated 21Fr.75 which was correct.  The postage comprised 2Fr.25 the surface  

letter rate, plus 2Fr.50 for registration, plus 17Fr.00 per 10 gm. air surcharge rate to Hawaii (rate        

introduced May 13 1939). Currently I seem to have mislaid this cover! I hope I did not leave it in or 

near my printer when scanning it into my computer and Beth, in one of her tidying-up frenzies, not 

knowing what it was, threw it out with so much pre-Christmastide wrapping papers. I really should try 

to be more methodical when handling covers from my collection! 

  

Figure 10 . Back of registered cover to show postal markings confirming posted Le Bourget Airport, Paris 

(24 May 1939) to connect with PAA First Flight Marseiiles (24 May) FAM-18 to New York (27 May). Cover 

on to San Francisco , thence to Honolulu, Hawaii (7 June). Returned to sender (11 July), arriving back at 

Le Bourget 31 July. 

OUTSTANDING 2017 BAMS SUBSCRIPTIONS 

There are still some outstanding subscriptions for the current year of membership. 

Members who are yet to pay are urged to send payments to the Membership Secretary, 

Mike Buchanan, at their earliest opportunity. Unfortunately, no further copies of Air Mail 

News will be sent out after the May edition, unless the annual payments are received. 

Note: we do not print spare copies for stock, except a few extra to allow for occasional 

losses in the post & for new members. 
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An April 1945 Registered Air Mail Letter from the     

Polish Forces in Italy. 

By Richard Beith 

Editor: Richard tells us that he bought this cover from a dealer’s list to enhance his Polish Forces 

collection. He didn’t realise until it arrived with him, that it was addressed to Francis Field in Sutton 

Coldfield.  With BAMS connections with Francis Field he though he might like to share it with our 

readers. 

  Richard writes: 

   ‘Francis J. Field was a firm supporter of the British Air Mail Societty, and became its Patron in his 

later years. This printed postal stationery envelope included the basic 3d. registration fee, but does not 

include a surface postage fee as it was produced for mail sent ‘on active service’ use where surface mail 

was free. It bears an additional King George VI 10d. stamp to cover the concessionary forces air mail 

rate.  This was for mail up to 10gm; an extra 10d. was charged for each extra 10gm. In its present state, 

without contents, it weighs 7gm. The postmark reads: “POCZTA POLOWA 127” for 4 April 1945.      

The handstamp registration etiquette bears the ame wording.  At the time the letter was sent, Field Post 

127 was located at Meldola, Italy, inland between Rimini and Ravenna.  The ‘Crown on Shield’ mark 

gives censor number ‘13041’ listed as used ny the rear HQ signals unit of the 2nd Polish Army Corps. 

The reverse bears the mark of the GLOWNA POCZTA POLOWA 104 , (the Polish Central Army 

Post Office), on 7 April 1945, which was located at Bari where mail for overseas destinations was 

concentrated. 

  The final contribution of the 2nd Polish Army Corps during World War II in Italy, was to aid the 

liberation of Bologna, completed 25 April 1945. 

Source: Ryszard Wagner History of the Polish Army Postal Service: Middle East and Italy 1940-1948 (London, Caldra 

House Ltd., 1992) 
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BOOK REVIEWS 

Aviation and Airmail Encyclopaedia, Volume 2 

By J.L.C.M. TSchroots & H.H.C. TSchroots-Boer 

ISBN/AEN 978-90-818881-1-0                                                                                           Vol-

ume 2 (932 pages with many full colour illustrations) deals with subjects such as airmail connections to 

and from the Far East (China, Hong Kong and Indo China) by KLM and Imperial Airways, Airways 

Clipper Services USA across the Pacific Ocean to the Philippines, undercover addresses and mail held 

during WW2, censorship and measures taken during the Great conflict. 

Hardbound (17 x 24 centimetres) and contain information on:                                                                

- airmail by French, German (SCADTA) and Italian airlines from the Netherlands to South America 

- airmail connections to Africa (e.g. French and Belgian routes to (Belgian) Congo, Imperial Airways) 

- outward and return flights Dutch East Indies and Australia (KLM, Imperial Airways, Air France) 

- many European air routes and airlines  

- special flights Suriname and Dutch Antilles 

- airmail in the Netherlands and ice post flights (including Scandinavia) 

- official postal circulars (Dutch PTT) 

- postal and airmail rates 1920-1945 

All information in chronological order, arranged per route and year. 

  Price: Euros € 55 plus the following postage: 

 € 10,00 The Netherlands; € 20,00 Europe EEC – other Europe € 27,00;  € 35,00 Overseas 

   Information and orders (no checks) at the authors: Phone: +312 061 446 64. E-mail: 

tschroots1@zonnet.nl 

   Bank IBAN: NL72  INGB  0001 268 842 / BIC: INGBNL2A 

   TSchroots-Boer – boeken.  Burg.Hogguerstraat 451 – 1064 CT Amsterdam – Netherlands 

   The first three chapters cover Dutch mail to South America via: French airlines – 1919-1940, German 

airlines – 1934-1939, & Italian Airlines (LATI) – 1939-1941. 

   Rates are shown from/to the Netherlands for all countries on the routes.  There are lists of each flight, 

including the pilots’ names and the names & registration letters for the aircraft used. 

   The next section covers Europe to the USA from 1932 to 1945, including connections to trans-Pacific 

routes.  Rates are shown from the Netherlands to various Asian counties via the USA. 

   The next chapter covers North Atlantic Pan American Airways “Clipper” service between 1939 and 

1942, including rates between the Netherlands and the USA, and the aircraft used on each flight. 

   Next come North Atlantic catapult flights and the Netherlands mail connections to them. 
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   The following chapter covers KLM services to Asia, including connections to Manchuria, China, 

Hong Kong, Indochina, Japan, Korea, Macao and the Philippines, including rates. 

   The following chapters list various airmail development by year, from 1936 to 1945, with the 

emphasis on The Netherlands.  These sections provide a lot of information on all aspects of airmail 

development. 

   There is a short section on the Horseshoe Route operated by British Overseas Airways Corp. (BOAC) 

between Australia and South Africa between 1940 and 1942. 

   Next are “Undercovers Addresses” during World War 2, which shows lots of Dutch covers addressed to 

undercovers addresses. 

   The final section covers mail held during the War, and finally there is a Glossary, which includes 

translations of most Dutch terms used into English, French and German. 

   The book shows lots of covers, most with a Dutch connection, many photos of aircraft, and various 

useful tables & charts. 

   There is also a list of the literature and references consulted. 

   The Book is a companion to Volume 1, which was published in 1992, and covered mostly the period 

up to 1934. 

   The book is the result of a tremendous amount of research.  There is a wealth of information in it, 

and even though it is in the Dutch language, it will be useful to all aerophilatelists interested in the 

World War 2 period, and it is easy to translate the text into English using Google Translate or a similar 

Internet translator. 

Ken Sanford. 

_________________________________________________________________________ 

CURRENT MAGAZINE REFERENCES 

Many readers have written saying how useful they find this section in which we aim to provide a comprehensive listing of major articles 

published recently in the aerophilatelic press. If you regularly read magazines or journals which contain philatelic articles (especially 

those that appear in Study Circle magazines) that have not been listed in Air Mail News, and which you think might be of interest to 

other members, please send details such that we may include them for the greater benefit of all. 

The Airpost Journal [the American Air Mail  Society] 

William Kriebel “VARIG: the First Air Mails” (Part 2), Vol. 87, No. 10 (October 2016), pp. 402-411. 

Mrs. Sandy Warwick.  “North, South, East and West: the Mail Flies from Oklahoma City”,                

        Vol. 87, No. 10 (October 2016), pp. 415-417. 

John Wilson. “The ‘LATI Substitute’ Service of Pan American Airways. Part 11a: May to October 1942.       

    Pan American Route 7 and 8” Vol. 87, No. 10 (October 2016), pp. 420-427. 

Steve Turechek,        “Collecting C71 Commercial Covers” Vol. 87, No. 10 (October 2016), pp. 428-431. 

Tom Russell,           “Amelia Earhart’s Final Flight”, Vol. 87, No. 11 (November 2016), pp. 444-451. 

Larry Nelson,                                                                                                                                           

 “A Common-looking Uncommon Airmail Cover” Vol. 87, No. 11 (November 2016), pp. 452-454.   
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[this article describes a November 1941 Danish cover to New York showing use of both German and 

US censorship re-sealing tapes] 

John Wilson.    “The ‘LATI Substitute’ Service of Pan American Airways.   Part 11b: May to October 1942.      

    Pan American Route 7 and 8” Vol. 87, No. 11 (November 2016), pp. 455-460. 

Jim Graue.          “Defining Postal History”, Vol. 87, No. 11 (November 2016), pp. 467-468. 

Richard Saundry.          “Argentine Airmail to the United States in April 1929”                                                        

        Vol. 87, No. 11 (November 2016), pp. 471-473. 

Christine and Eugene Sanders.  “The 1929 CAM-30 Special Christmas Flight”,                                         

        Vol. 87, No. 12 (December 2016), pp. 491-495. 

Chris Hargreaves. [the Canadian Air Mail Notes Column]                                                                     

“Was this the World’s Shortest Air Mail Route in the 1930s?  What was the World’s Shortest Air Mail Route Ever?”          

        Vol. 87, No. 12 (December 2016), pp. 496-505. 

Lee Downer.                “CAM Collecting in 2016”        Vol. 87, No. 12 (December 2016), pp. 508-512. 

Dan Gribbin.             “An Unlisted Air France Cachet: Bahia (Brazil) 1934”                                                           

        Vol. 87, No. 12 (December 2016), pp. 518-520. 

Jim Graue.  “ ‘Not Permitted’ 1934 Catapult-Zeppelin Combination”, Vol. 88, No. 1 (January 2017), pp. 16-19. 

Tom Reyman.         “Pan American Airways Alaska Clipper”,  Vol. 88, No.1 (January 2017), pp. 20-21. 

John Wilson.        “The ‘LATI Substitute’ Service of Pan American Airways.  Part 12: May to July 1942.      

     Mail Interception Route 7 and 8”  Vol. 88, No. 1 (January 2017), pp. 24-30. 

The Kiwi [New Zealand Society of Great Britain]  

Robert P. Odenweller. “High Postage Covers” Vol. 65, No. 2 (March 2016) pp. 46-47. 

Bob Watson.      “Air Mail Rate for Diplomatic Mail to the USA During World War II”                              

             Vol. 65, No. 3 (May 2016) pp. 77-79.               

Robert Clark and Bob Watson.                                                                                                            

   “Via North American Air Services: 1930-39”  Vol. 65, No. 3 (May 2016) pp. 82-87. 

Stuart Potter     . “A Very Expensive Letter” Vol. 65, No. 3 (May 2016) pp. 92-93. 

Robert Clark. “Early WWII Postal Censorship in New Zealand” Vol 65, No. 4 (July 2016) pp. 118-120. 

Robert Clark. “Transatlantic Air Mail to New Zealand in 1939” Vol 65, No. 5 (September 2016) pp. 155-159. 

Bob Watson and Robert Clark.                                                                                                         

  “Official Non-Secret Airmails on the Indian Ocean Air Route to the United Kingdom”                                               

        Vol. 65, No. 6 (November 2016) pp. 189-193. 

La Catastrophe [the Wreck & Crash Mail Society] 

Ken Sanford (Editor).                                                                                                                             

“Two Unlisted Air Crashes in the Falkland Islands to be Added to the Nierinck Crash Cover Catalog”,               

         Vol. 23, No. 85 (March 2017), pp. 19-21. 

Bulletin d’Information [Cercle Aérophilatéque Français] 

Dominique Petit   “René Fonck” No. 71 (February 2017), pp. 3-10.                                                    

Daniel Blanguerin. “Les Courriers Speciaux de Madagascar 1944-1946’, No. 71 (February 2017), pp. 11-20. 
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THE BRITISH AIR MAIL SOCIETY 
 REGIONAL GROUP ORGANISERS 

 

The London & Home Counties Regional Group 
Peter Lister, 97 Albany Park Avenue, Enfield Highway, Middlesex EN3 5NX  

0208 292 8206.  p.a.lister@btinternet.com 
 

The Midlands Regional Group 
Laurence Kimpton, 20 Greytree Crescent, Dorridge, Solihull B93 8SL 

01564 771851.  l.j.kimpton@macunlimited.net 
 

The North West Regional Group 
Dr. Duncan Crewe, 37 Fallowfield Road, Liverpool L15 5BN 

0151 733 1291.  dunccrew@aim.com 
 

The Scottish (“North of the Border”) Regional Group 
Dr. Robert Clark, 119 Grampian Road, Stirling FK7 9JN 

01786 478712.  rgc119@hotmail.com 
 

The Wessex Regional Group 
Peter Wingent, Flat 4, Twyford Court, Northlands Drive, Winchester SO23 7AL 

01962 851780.  pwingent@googlemail.com 
 

The South Coast Regional Group 
Josh Spoor, 90 Southwick Street, Southwick, Brighton BN42 4TJ 

01273 592214.  joshspoor@tiscali.co.uk 
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BAMS AUCTION No.12
Please send your bids to the Auction Secretary  P.Lister  

97 Albany Park Avenue

Enfield Highway

EN3 5NX

or by e mail at p.a.lister@btinternet.com

Bids will close on Friday 31st May

GREAT BRITAIN (Internal) Reserve

1
1d Postal Stationery cards, flown by Railway Air Services Cowes -  Birmingham 21 Au 

34, & London - Glasgow 20 Au 34  (2 cards)
£60.00

2
1930 (14/4) Cover pmk. London flown on first flight of Sabena night service to 

Brussels (b/s 15/4)
£10.00

3
20.8.1934 Railway air Services, 20 Aug 1934 Official envelope London to Manchester, 

London FS oblit.
£10.00

4 Birmingham to London Helicopter service 8d air letter stamp 26 Nov 1953 £8.00

GREAT BRITAIN (External)

5
27.2.1937 to Gold Coast, Test Letter via Air France et Aeromaritime, franked 1/3d, 3 

backstamps
£10.00

6
13 Oct 1945 FF from Poole, Eng. To USA via Lisbon by BOAC. Franked 5d to Portugal 

stage b/s 12th
£15.00

7
2 covers 13.4.1940 and 20.4.1940 representing 2nd & 3rd experimental flights by 

BOAC to Lisbon
£25.00

8
1940 (16/12) Cover to Australia pmk. Sunderland. 4/6 rate by air trans-Atlantic & 

trans-Pacific. Uncensored. Sent by RAAF officer. (Very slight vertical crease)
£25.00

9
1941(6/6) Cover to Australia pmk. ‘Received from HM Ships.’ Naval tombstone 

censor cachet. 4/6 rate by air trans-Atlantic & trans-Pacific
£25.00

10

1941 (27/6) Cover to Australia pmk. Plymouth. 4/6 rate by air trans-Atlantic & trans-

Pacific. Censored at Melbourne. Addressed c/o post office, but returned to England. 

Various handstamps: Undelivered for reasons stated, Unclaimed at Melbourne, 

Rebuts. (Flap on back has a tear).

£20.00

11

29.11.1941Teignmouth - Hong Kong (London 14/2/42) 5/- rate US censor seal and 

cachet, purple "Return to sender / service suspended" cachet 7th Dec "Anzac 

Clipper" diverted to Hiloand returned to USA.

£65.00

12
2.12.1941 Cardigan - India (Calcutta 31/1/42) 5/- rate. Indian censor seal and cachet 

m/s "North Atlantic. Trans Pacific Route"
£32.00

13
4.12.1941 Gerrards Cross - Philippines 4/6d meter mark. Purple 'Rebuts' and 'Return 

to sender/ service suspended' cachets GB censor seal 3621
£48.00

14
8.3.1943 to Lisbon, from Liverpool, opened by examiner (tape 1132), receiving cachet 

dated 18.3.1943
£20.00

15
31 May 1971 Sheila Scott North Polar World Flight 4 items, 1)cover Signed stamped 

by 6 countries visited 2) Postal envelope withspecial S.Scott obliteration and cachet 

Piper Aztec 3&4) Postcard depicting S.Scott and Camanche

£25.00

16
13.3.1972 OHMS cover (10 x 7 inch) from FPO 192 to MOD h/s RAF Detachment  

MAJUNGA
£10.00

17 1.10.1973 Raflet Stamp Club cover UK-S Africa signed and backstamped £10.00

18
8.12.1974 flown on delivery flight of Hawker Hunter to Kenya Air Force, special 

cancel, B stamped, pilot signed #54 of 108
£10.00

19
5.1.1985 Royal Mail Famine Relief cover  from Chippenham, pilot signed #75 of 100 

flown by 24 squadron from Lyneham.
£10.00



ARGENTINA

20 12.10.1929 by Air cover to Peru , rate 26 ctv £5.00

21
8.11.1929 Buenos Aires - Germany (Paris 18th) 1p42cts (sg574) includes 4cts extra air 

fee "Aeroposta Argentina" envelope
£8.00

22
16.12.1929 Chavarria - England (B.A 19th) (Le Harve 31st) 1p3cts rate Extra 1c air fee 

"Via Aerea" postal stationary envelope.
£10.00

23
6.11.1931 Buenos Aires - Holland 1p20cts (sg626 90cts o/p) carried by Air/Sea service 

of CG Aeropostal
£8.00

24
24.7.1935 Buenos Aires - Irish Free State (30th Wicklow ?) 3p15cts m/s "Via Condor" 

black "British Embassy/Buenos Aires" cachet . Flap missing
£8.00

25
27.6.1936 Buenos Aires - Switzerland (Geneve 2/7) 1p 15cts rate carried by Air 

France "Centaure" on its last South Atlantic Flight
£6.00

26
12.1.1939 Comodoro Rivadavia - England (Sudbury 21st redirected) 1p45cts believed 

flown by Air France "Ville de Dakar"
£6.00

27
30.9.1943 to Switzerland, opened by German censor flown Bolama - Lisboa rate 

145ctv
£5.00

ANTIGUA

28 26 Sept 1929 First Flight "St Joihns - San Juan" Arr: San Juan same day £5.00

AUSTRIA

29
28.2.1931 to Sudan, franked 1s30 cancelled Wien, b/s by I.A service AS1 to 

Khartoum. 17 covers flown by H.E Sir J Massey
£10.00

30
1.11.1931 Registered postcard to Sudan franked 1s15 cancelled Wein, b/s Kosti 

8.3.31
£10.00

31
4.10.1931 to Tanganyika franked 60g (30g postcard rate +30g air fee) cancelled Wien 

b/s Mwanza 19.10.31
£6.00

AUSTRALIA

32 19.2.30 F.F. Camooweal to Daly Waters, Registered Eustis 151  £60.00

33 31.3.30 F.F. Townsville to Brisbane, Registered Eustis 156  £55.00

34
1.5.1931 Hobart - Melbourne black cachet (instead of violet) sent to U.S.A  Eustis 197

£15.00

35 2.5.1931 Melbourne - Launceston, sent to U.S.A  Eustis 198a £18.00

36 24.11.31 F.F. Brisbane to Sydney Eustis 225                               £24.00

37
25 Jan 1932 Lismore - Brisbane by New England Airways franked 2d + 2 x 1½d 

b/stamped (E249)
£20.00

38 23.8.33 F.F. Launceston to  Melbourne, Pilot signed, Eustis 323  £38.00

39 22.8.1933 Melbourne - Whitemark, sent from Sydney Eustis 318 £15.00

40 22.8.1933 Melbourne - Launceston, sent from Adelaide Eustis 319 £15.00

41
23.8.1933 Launceston - Melbourne sent from Hobart, sent to New Zealand Eustis 322

£18.00

42 23.8.1933 Whitemark - Melbourne, sent to UK (Francis Field) Eustis 323 £18.00

43 30.9.33 Aerial Derby Mascot, Pilot signed,  Eustis 330             £20.00

44 23.2.34 F.F. Kimba to Cowell, Registered, Eustis 363a               £58.00

45 23.2.34 F.F. Kimba to Adelaide               Eustis 363a                 £24.00

46 23.2.34 F.F. Port Pirie to Whyalla          Eustis 363a £28.00

47 2.6.1934 Brisbane - Mundubbera sent from Sydney to E.Crome, pilot signed Eustis 383 £25.00

48
11.6.1934 Sydney - Newcastle unofficial (posted n arrival) sent to E.Crome. Signed by 

pilot Eustis 386 only 20  flown
£175.00

49 28.9.34 F.F. Unley to Payneham, Registered, 8 Transfer Marks on rear face. Eustis 428 £58.00

50 2.10.34 F.F. Perth to Broome to Daly Waters, Pilot signed, Eustis 429a £58.00



51 23.10.34 MacRobertson Air Race Boeing 247-D, Eustis 434   £15.00

52 23.10.34 Mac Robertson Air Race Dragon Rapide Tainui, Eustis 438 £45.00

53 23.10.34 Mac Robertson Air Race KLM DC2, Eustis 444           £27.00

54
13 Dec  1934 Charleville - Cootmundra by Butler Air Transport fraked 3d+2d 

b/stamped  (E472)
£10.00

55 13 Dec  1934 Charleville - Cootmundra by Butler Air Transport fraked 3d+1½d+½d b/stamped  (E472)£10.00

56
21 Dec 1934 Narromine - Sydney by New England Airways, franked 3d+2x1d 

b/stamped 47 flown (E480)
£38.00

57

1934 (8/12) Pmk. Sydney. Imperial Airways / Qantas first flight Brisbane-Cape Town 

(b/s Cairo 22/12 & Cape Town 28/12). Franked 2/9 for carriage by air all the way. 

Large official IA/Qantas cover. (Very small tear at top edge).

£25.00

58
1934 (11/12) Imperial Airways / Qantas first flight Brisbane-Cape Town but flown as 

far as Cairo only. Jusqu’a handstamp (b/s Cairo 22/12 & Cape Town 21/1/1935). 

Franked 1/7 for carriage by air to Cairo. Large official IA/Qantas cover

£18.00

59

1934 (9/4) Illustrated cover pmk. Sydney (1d GV & 6d air) flown by Ulm on first 

official airmail flight to NZ (b/s Auckland 12/4) Then flown on Ulm’s return flight (NZ 

3d & 4d airs pmk. Kaitaia 14/4) to Sydney (B/S 14/4). 

£15.00

60 19.8.1935 Adelaide - Oodnadatta  Eustis 523a £22.00

61 27.10.1935 Cairns - Cooktown sent from brisbane Eustis 550a £15.00

62
27 Nov 1935 Melbourne - Adelaide by Adelaide Airways franked 3d+2d  b/stamped 

(E561)
£15.00

63 25 May 1936 Hamilton - Melbourne by Ansett Airways franked 3d+2d b/stamped (E604 A$ 175 in 2008)£38.00

64
21.10.1940 Sydney Air - England (Sydney 28th) 3/11d rate m/s "via Canada, censor 

cachet flown FAM19 from N.Z thence USA by ship from Atlantic coast.
£36.00

65
27.11.1941 Vic-USA 3/10d with black Hexagon T26²/ᶾC postage due mark, censor 

seal 3 purple "Passed by Censor V.69"
£16.00

65A

6.12.1941 Melbourne - England (Solihull 23/1/42) 5/10d rate m/s 'Clipper Mail' 

censored. Due to connect with 'Pacific Clipper' at N.Z on FAM 19, but route cancelled 

with Japanese attack.

£24.00

66

1941 (26/7) Cover to Canada via PAA trans-Pacific service pmk. Sydney. 3/11 rate. 

M/s ‘Aust-NZ-Canada.’ Censored at Sydney. Purple cachet ‘California Clipper.’ (Very 

slight vertical crease).

£25.00

67

1942 (2/9) Cover flown from Sydney (stamp pmk. Enmore, NSW) to Auckland (NZ 

stamp pmk. Auckland 7/9) on PAA/US Naval Air Transport Service trans-Pacific 

survey flight (Eustis 947b)

£190.00

BELGIUM

68

Oct. 1931 Flight to London from the Antwerp Aerophilatelic Exhibition. A red 

surgharge was illegally print on the 50cts airmail stamp. Dep Antwerp 16.10.31. Arr: 

London 12.10.31

£10.00

69
28.2.1931 to Juba East Africa, franked 2f25 cancelled Brussels, b/s Juba 14/3/31 I.A 

map cover
£6.00

70 7.12.1931 to Cape Town, Christmas Flight, Springbok cover b/s C.Town 21.12.31 £8.00

71
8.2.1936 to Sudan franked 3f75 cancelled Arlon, by I.A flight AS317 to Khartoum then 

by WAS2
£8.00

72
28.7.1941 Bruxelles - USA (N.Y 12/8) 8fr 50cts reg. German censor seal "E" Bermuda 

red identity number foreign registered mail
£8.00

BOLIVIA

73
First Flight by Lloyd Aereo Boliviano "La Paz-Rio de Janeiro" 30.7.1930, Arr: Rio 

01.08.1930
£15.00



BRASIL

74
5.7.1930 Rio - France (Paris 16th) 3000Rs C.G.Aeropostale envelope carried by 

"Comte De La Vaulx" forced down 500 miles from Africa, crew & mail saved
£24.00

75 9.11.1943 to Switzerland, registered, opened by German censor £7.00

76 29.3.1947 to London Military censor cachet opened by HMS rate $5.4 £7.00

CANADA

77
20.6.1938 Owen Sound Ontario - China (Canton 4/7) 90cts (sg366) m/s "via Air 

Mail/China Clipper"FAM14 Flight from Sn Fran 23rd.
£36.00

78

10.8.1939 Montreal - England (I of Wight 12th) 40cts Reg. "McKnight/Kauffer" 

envelope withdrawn prior to Imperial airways First return service with black F.F 

cachet.

£40.00

79
13.12.1941 Vancouver - India (Bombay 29.1.42) 90cts (sg366) m/s "Pacific" censor 

seal 245c. At the time confusion over the route still operating.
£32.00

80 1 October 1942 Prisoner of War mail to Germany. With German censor £8.00

CHILE

81
29.04.1937 acceptance from Canton for Pan American Aiways f/f Hong Kong - San 

Francisco
£20.00

82 29.04.1937 acceptance from Shanghai for PAA f/f Hong Kong - San Francisco £20.00

83 29.04.1937 accepatace from Shanghai for PAA f/f Hong Kong - San Francisco £20.00

84 8.11.1931 Aerial Service envelope to England rate 7p 10c £5.00

85
1948 (22/5) cover pmk. Santiago flown by British South American Airways to 

England. BSAA airmail label.
£10.00

CHINA

86
8.7.1939 Shanghai - USA (Honolulu 25th Rochester 28th) 1$ 60cts reg typed "By Pan 

American/Airways from Hong Kong" flown by "Honolulu Clipper".
£24.00

87
5.11.1941 Shanghai - England 33S 40cts purple "By Pan American Airways/Service via 

USA" cachet British censor seal 6741.
£30.00

CONCORD / 747

88
3 covers flown 1 Jan 1989 G-BOAF each signed by different 747 pilots covers depict 

747. Proceeds for club funds
£12.00

CUBA

89
24.2.1930 First Flight by "West Indian Aerial Express" Santiago de Cuba-Santo 

Domingo, cover signed by pilot B.L.Rowe
£10.00

CURACO  D.E.I

90
11.11.42 franked 10c Bonaire, with Censor. Also 27.9.47 to Denmark franked 10c+15c  

(2 covers)
£6.00

91
18.8.43 franked 30c+5c to USA FF cachet. Also 16.5.46 Registered cover to USA many 

b/s
£7.00

92
16.8.43 franked 35c KLM FF cover large cachet and censor to USA. Also 6.11.42 

franked 35c large triangular censor to New York, opened by examiner label
£8.00

93
19.2.46 franked 40c+5c to Sweden. Also 11.1.43 Registered cover to USA franked 50c 

large censor triangle &Examined by Censuur  tape
£6.00

94
8.1.45 to England 25c+60c+35c PC90 tape and red censor. Also 7.8.44 franked 60c to 

UK with "Curacao Censuur" tape plus Examiner tape.
£7.00

CYPRUS

95
1.3.1931 from Laraca, franked 3½p (1½p Empire rate +2p Air) by IA flight AS3 to 

Muanga, rail to Daressalam thence sea to South Africa b/s
£10.00

DOMINICANE REPUBLIC

96 10.Jan 1929 First Flight "Santo Domingo - San Juan" £7.00

EGYPT



Also see Polar Flights

97

5.3.1931 to Belgium Congo franked 45m (15mbasic+30m Air surcharge) cancelled 

Alexandria, b/s Juba 8.3.31 Aba 14.3.31 to Kilo-Moto gold mine 200 miles from Aba, 

map cover, cachet

£10.00

EQUADOR

98 1930s-1940s Eight airmail covers, assorted postmarks, cachets, stamps £25.00

FIJI

99
14.11.1941 Suva - England (sutton Coldfield 1/12) 4/6d purple 2First Transpacific Air 

Mail / Suva, Fiji to USA" cachet FAM19.
£12.00

FRANCE

100
2.8.1939 Lyon - Canada (Montreal 6th) 16f 75 Reg. (stamps bothsides) official 

Imperial Airways envelope on Trans Atlantic First Flight
£20.00

101
4.8.1939 Paris - USA (N.Y 6th) 22f 25 American Export Airlines envelope with PAA 

instructions changed to Imperial Airways Trans Atlantic First Flight.
£32.00

102
Postcard of AVRO YORK with SG742 on face with special cancel, also 2postcards of 

Avro yorks.
£5.00

GERMANY

Also see Polar Flights

103

1929 (15/7) Cover pmk. Frankfurt flown on first catapult flight, SS Bremen-New York. 

Large red cachet, ‘Bremen Norddeutscher Lloyd’ 7 oval first catapult flight cachet. 

(Central vertical crease)

£28.00

104
5.12.1931 to S.Africa franked 45pf special cancel Hartha, b/s Cape Town 28 Dec 31, 

Springbok cover
£10.00

105
1936 (16/12) Cover to New Zealand pmk. Leipzig flown by Imperial Airways to 

Australia (b/s Sydney 1/1/37). Franked with 15 stamps.
£10.00

106

23.5.1931 D'Europa - England 75pf Red "Mit Vorausflug Nach 

Southampton"&"Deutscher Schleuderflug 23.5.31 / Damper Europa Southampton" 

cachets

£12.00

107 2.10.1931 Meter mail, rate 415 to Brazil b/s Touloise 4th, Rio 10th. £15.00

GOLD COAST

108

23 Dec 1941 First Flight Regular service to USA, franked 5s 6d  censor cachet in red, 

FF in violet FAM22 to New York thence Pan Am back to Lisbon thence London by 

BOAC/KLM

£25.00

GREECE

109
4.3.1931 to Egypt, franked 7d cancelled Athens, b/s Aswan 6.3.31, cachet, 313 flown

£6.00

GIBRALTA

Also see Polar Flights
110 24.1.1942 FPO to Canada, censor mark and b/s Lisboa Central £25.00

HAITI

111
28 Feb 1928 First Flight West Indian Aerial Express "Port au Prince - Santiago de 

Cuba" Arr Satiago de Cuba the same day. Cover signed by pilot B.L.Rowe
£10.00

112 13 December 1927 First Flight West Indian Aerial Express "Port au Prince - Santo 

Domingo" Arr Santo Domingo the same day. Cover signed by pilot B.L.Rowe

£10.00

113
9 January 1929  First Flight PAA FAM 6 "Port au Prince - San Juan" Arr San Juan 10 

January 1929
£5.00

114
9 January 1929  First Flight PAA FAM 6 "Port au Prince - Santiago de Cuba" Arr 

Santiago de Cuba same day
£5.00



115

27.11.1941 Port ua Prince - Netherlands East Indies (Lisbon 15/12 - Haiti 15/7/42) 

2G60 typed 2Miami / San Francisco - Manila - Singapore" censor seal purple "No 

Service / Return to Sender" cachet.

£48.00

HOLLAND

116
Dutch acceptance to Cape Town, franked 75c, Christmas flight via London, b/s Cape 

Town 21 Dec 31 Springbok cover
£8.00

HONG KONG

117 29.04.1937 Pan American Airways First flight Hong Kong - San Francisco £7.00

118 29.04.1937 Pan American Airways First flight Hong Kong - San Francisco £7.00

119 29.04.1937 Pan American Airways First flight Hong Kong - Manila £7.00

120 29.04.1937 Pan American Airways First flight Hong Kong - Manila £7.00

121 29.04.1937 Pan American Airways First flight Hong Kong - Guam £7.00

122 29.04.1937 Pan American Airways First flight Hong Kong - Honolulu £7.00

123
29.4.137 H.K Air Mail - Guam (30th) 80cts black "Hong Kong to Guam/Received First 

Flight/FAM14" cachet
£8.00

124
28.11.1941 H.K - USA (Honolulu 4/12, N.Y 7/12) 3$50cts Reg (stamps both sides) 

censor seal flown on FAM14 by "China Clipper" last before Japanese attack.
£60.00

HUNGARY

125
14.1.1941 Budapest - USA 1p20f rate m/s "Clipper" (US Foreign Air Mail route 18 

from Lisbon)
£6.00

IRAQ

126

1923 (18/1) Registered cover from Baghdad to Port Said, Egypt. B/s Cairo 20/1 & Port 

Said 22/1. Flown on RAF Baghdad-Cairo service. Franked 12a. Stamps on back of 

cover

£28.00

127
1923 (13/2) Registered cover from Baghdad to England. B/s Oxford 8/2. Flown on 

RAF Baghdad-Cairo service. Franked 12a. Stamps on back of cover.
£28.00

128
1934 (11/10) Cover from Basra to England flown by Imperial Airways. Iraq PO oval 

‘Air Mail’ cachet in purple on front & back
£7.00

129

1930 (1/4) Registered cover from Beirut flown on AULO first flight from Damascus to 

Baghdad (B/S 3/4). AULO advertising cover. 3 circular blue first flight cachets applied 

at Damascus. Baghdad “address Insufficient’ cachet on front & DLO handstamps on 

back.

£36.00

IRELAND

130
5.8.1939 Dublin - Canada (Montreal 6th) 1/3d rate Imperial Airways F/F purple 

diamond on official envelope
£6.00

INDIA

131
5.12.1941 Jhansi - England 3r,7a,9p m/s "India - Chunking - England" (FAM 14) censor 

seal and cachet, partly covered, roughly opened at rear.
£28.00

132
30 July 1939, 3 Pan American first flights "Shannon to Botwood to Shediac and to 

New York
£8.00

JAMAICA

133 10.12.30  First Flight "Kingston - Cienfuegos" (Cuba) Arr: Cienfuegos 11.12.1930 £5.00

KENYA

134 30 May 1945 to USA franked 18.89 (Quad 4.7 rate) cancelled in Nairobi 30 My 45 £12.00

135
8 .3.1948 to UK franked 15cts Nairobi. h/s "Post Office / RAF Eastleigh" from 82 (PR) 

Squadron
£6.00

136
27 Fe 1931 to Gold Coast franked 1/30 cancelled Nairobi, h/s Royal Air Force / 

PostalFrank / East Africa" & "Certified Official" to 82 Squadron at Tahoradi.
£10.00

JERSEY

137 1.4.1982 RAF cover formation of RAF. Special cancel and cachets £10.00



MACAU

138 28.04.1937 Pan American Airways first flight Macau -Hong Kong £7.00

139 28.04.1937 Pan American Airways first flight Macau - San Francisco £7.00

140 28.04.1937 Pan American Airways first flight Macau - San Francisco £7.00

141 28.04.1937 Pan American Airways first flight Macau - Manila £7.00

142 28.04.1937 Pan American Airways first flight Macau - Manila £7.00

143 28.04.1937 Pan American Airways first flight Macau - Manila £7.00

144 28.04.1937 Pan American Airways first flight Macau - Guam £7.00

145 28.04.1937 Pan American Airways first flight Macau -Honolulu £7.00

146 28.04.1937 Pan American Airways first flight Macau -Honolulu £7.00

MALAYA

147 13 Oct 1952 London - Singapore BOAC Jetliner FF cover b/stamped £5.00

MALTA

148
27 Feb 1931 to South Africa franked 7½d cancelled Valleta, b/s Alice 24.3.31, Map 

cover
£10.00

149
10.1.1975 To Kenya Special RAF cover franked 1/3d cancelled Valleta, b/s Nairobi 

15.1.75 flown by 13 squadron, pilot signed
£12.00

NETHERLANDS

Also see Colections

150 15 Dec 1934 Amsterdam-Curacao 300th anniversary cover, special flight by "SNIP" 

fully written up. Curaco stamps added for return to Stanley Gibbons in London

£25.00

151
15 Dec 1934 Amsterdam-Curacao 300th anniversary cover, special flight by "SNIP"  

KLM cover
£25.00

NETHERLANDS-INDIES

152
16-6-37 DC3 cover Scout Jamboree both stamps plus 500 flight 27 Nov 1937 with 

both scout stamps (2 covers)
£12.00

153
23--4-1937 Bandoeng - USA (Penang25th / S.F 4/5) 1G 01 (Set of Charity stamps) Reg 

blue "Hong Kong to San Francisco / Received First Flight FAM14" cachet
£48.00

NEW CALIDONIA

154
6.12.1941 Noumea - Australia 7fr 90cts Local censor seal and cacxhet aboard "Pacific 

Clipper" last stage of FAM 19 to N.Z when Japanese attacked.
£48.00

NEW ZEALAND

155

1934 (26/3) Illustrated registered cover pmk. Auckland flown on Kingsford Smith’s 

Trans-Tasman flight from Kaitaia (29/3 Southern Cross pmk.) to Sydney (B/S 29/3). 

Franked with 3d & 7d airs and two Australian 1d stamps for return to NZ. (Crease at 

LH corner).

£16.00

156 1937 (28/12) Long cover flown PAA first flight Auckland-Honolulu (b/s 3/1/38). Black 

rectangular PAA cachet for American Samoa (neatly crossed out) & similar cachet for 

Hawaii

£18.00

157

NewZealand/Hawaii/Hong Kong 1937 (28/12) Auckland - Hawaii 3.1.38 3/- Hawaii 

13.1.38 - Hong Kong 50cts H.K - England 20.1.38 50cts Red NZ - USA FF cachet Long 

envelope . Folded

£36.00

158

10.10.1938 Gisbourne - Venezuala (H.K 27th Honolulu 9/11 Miami 12/11) 6/11d Reg 

m/s "Air Mail via Singapore. Hong Kong. Honolulu Etc:" purple 15 Nov1938 long 

envelope.

£36.00

159
29.8.1940 Auckland - England 6/3d rate (20th July to 9th Sept 40) NZ censored FAM 

19 by "American Clipper" 4th return trip
£40.00

160
23.10.1940 Wellington - England 6/5d (Excessive , changed to 5/9d in Sept) m/s 

"Trans Pacific Air Mail" FAM 19 censored.
£40.00



161
1941 (12/5) Cover to Canada pmk. Christchurch via PAA trans-Pacific service (m/s 

Trans-Pacific). Short-lived 5/-rate. Franked 5/- Arms. (Small tear at top).  
£20.00

162
11.11.1941 Auckland - Fiji (Suva 13th) 1/3d F/F Extension on FAM 19 with purple 

cachet, the oiginal "OCT" blanked out.
£16.00

163
15.11.1941 Auckland - England 5/9d rate m/s "Trans Pacific Air Mail" censor seal and 

cachet, folded
£12.00

164
5.12.1941 Auckland - England 5/9d rate, censored, awaiting "Pacific Clipper" on FAM 

19 route, cancelled with War in Pacific
£24.00

N.RHODESIA

165
17 Dec 1931 to India, franked 1/- cancelled Broken Hill, b/s Johannesburg 21.12.31, 

Calcutta 16 Jan 32  Christmas Flight
£12.00

NYASALAND

166 5.8.1938 to Beira franked 4d, cancelled Blantyre, b/sBeira 5 AG0 1935 £10.00

MOZAMBIQUE

167
2.8.1935 to N.Rhodesia franked 86c cancelled Beira, b/s Salisbury 3 Au 35, Typed 1st 

Official Air Mail
£6.00

PALESTINE

168
20.11.1941 Tel Aviv - USA (SF 6/2/42) 265mils Reg. Double rat Air to Singapore 

thence PAA to San Francisco (Boyle page 547)
£40.00

PANAMA

169 8 July 1929 First Flight "Colon - Cartagena" Arr: Cartagena 9 July 29 £4.00

PERU

170
8.8.1941 Lima - India (Calcutta 2/9) 4Sol10cts where censored. No route instructions 

but believed flown across Pacific by PAA (25 daysin transit)
£28.00

PHILIPPINES

171

Cover mailed from the American ship "USS Black Hawk"on November 28 for the first 

flight of Pan American Airways "Manila - San Frncisco", 02.12.1935. Arr: San 

Francisco 06.12.1935

£15.00

172
1.11.1941 Manila - England (Twickinham 26th) 1p92cts Reg purple "Trans Pacific and 

/ transAtlantic clipper/Air all the way" cachet GB censor
£24.00

POLAR FLIGHTS

173

Graf Zeppelin, Post card franked 1rm Polar flight stamp, red cachet and Par Avon 

Zeppelin Leningrad in black dated 25 VII 31. also similar unused post card depicting 

LZ127.

£150.00

174

Graf Zeppelin, Post card franked 2rm Polar flight stamp (cat £300), to New York, with 

additional 8 cancelled Fridrichshaven, red cachet and 'Malyguin' ice breaker arrival 

datestamp 27 VII 31

£220.00

175
Graf Zeppelin, Post card franked 2rm Polar flight stamp (cat £300), red cachet and 

'Malyguin' ice breaker date stamp 27 VII 31.
£200.00

176 Graf Zeppelin, Cover franked 4rm Polar Flight stamp (cat £1100), Freidrichaven 24th 

oblit., red cachet addressed to Egypt, with 'Malyguin' cancel in black dated 27 VII 31.

£750.00

177

Registered Russian acceptance with SG585, 587 imperf stmps cancelled Lenningrad 

25 VII 31 Red Polar Flight Graf Zeppelin cachet, and black 'Malyguin' handstamp 27 

VII 31.

£75.00

178
Gibralta 5d stamp cancelled 18 FE 48 flown by RAF, b/s Reykjavik 20/2/48 , with 

photostat of newspaper cutting, 1 of 7 carried by Lancaster, pilot signed.
£45.00

PORTUGUESE INDIA

179  4.1? ? To Red Crpss Switzerland m/s written in Italian, passed censor DHG/5 £5.00

PORTUGUESE AZORES



180 25 Nov 1894 5r Bisect used on telegraph notice £15.00

PORTUGAL

181 TAP Airline History 1944-1979 plus route map and brochure £4.00

182

3.9.1930 Lisbon to Plymouth by RAF flying boat "IRIS"1$25 portugese, 1½ GB stamp 4 

Sept cancelled Plymouth, British Consulate Lisbon cachet (only 25 carried) plus 

postcard of plane.

£35.00

183
16 Dec 1939 Pan Am 100th Trans atlantic Flight, to USA Company cover franked 7$75

£50.00

184 2 Feb 1936 First Flight Crilly Airways "Lisbon - London" £4.00

185 8.?.1941 Registered to London, examiner tape 6697, rat $5-50 £4.00

186 14 TAP First Flights 1961-1973 period £10.00

187 7.9.1943 to London , censor tape, rate 3$50 £7.00

188 29.1.1943 to Germany by Lufthansa, openedby Geoffnet tape and h/stamps £5.00

189 9.11.1943 to England Examiner tape 884 rate 3$50 £6.00

P.O.W Mail

190
Australia to Italy  1942 franked 1s for air, ex #5 POW camp Mytleford, violet cachet, 

US censor
£20.00

191
Australia to Italy 6 Sep 1943 franked 1s for air, Red Cross POW envelope, "Aust-USA-

Portugal" printed Par Avion in red. Censor #3 label on reverse 
£20.00

192 Germany to USA, franked 40 to POW camp Livingstone Box20 New York, via Red Cross 11 march 1945£10.00

193
U.S.A to Germany, franked 6c on POW airletter to Stalag IIA, german & US censors 19 

Feb 1945
£10.00

194
Canada to Germany, franked 30c POW lettersheet from camp 133 via transatlantic 4 

Dec 1944
£10.00

PUERTO RICO

195 25 Nov 1930 First Flight "San Juan-Santos" (Brazil) £8.00

196 7 Dec 1931 First Flight "San Juan - Nuevitas" £4.00

RUSSIA

Also see Polar Flights

SOUTH AFRICA

197
8.12.1945 to UK franked 1/3d (Bantompairs) endorsed "by First Springbok Airmail"

£6.00

SOUTH WEST AFRICA

198 6.AUG 1931 from Keetmanshoop franked 6d (3d pair), b/s Windhoek £10.00

199 1 Aug 1931 from Windhoek franked 4d, b/sTsumeb 1 Au 31 £6.00

St. THOMAS

200
4.12.1931 First Flight "St Thomas - San Pedro de Marcoris" Arr San Pedro de Marcoris 

6.12.1931
£4.00

201

11.11.1930 First Flight "St Thomas - Cayenne" (French Guiana). The mail delivered to 

Cayenne was not backstamped until November 20, awaiting clearance and 

instruction from France.

£5.00

202
22 Sept.1930 First Flight "St Thomas - Georgetown" Arr: Georgetown 23 September 

1930
£8.00

SPAIN

203
16.8.1938 Damaged cover from Barcelona with meter mail 1295, to Argentina 

opened and sealed by censure
£8.00

204
3.2.1942 to USA by Clipper opened either end Examiner 5045 and Santa Cruz de 

Tenerife, Madrid Aero B/S 5.2.42
£8.00

SENEGAL



205 17.9.1959 to Iles du Cap Vert by TAGP flown DH 114 Heron £15.00

ST.KITTS

206
14.8.1942 to Scotland by Air Mail, cancelled on reverse Antigua 14th. Red Air cachets

£30.00

SUDAN

207
13.3.1931 to U.K franked 2p10 cancelled Wadi Halfa. First Flight / Halfa to London 

map cover (150 flown)
£7.00

SWEDEN

208
1945 (6/7) Registered cover pmk. Sodertalje flown on SILA Flying Fortress 2nd trans-

Atlantic flight to New York (B/S 13/7). Oval flight cachet
£12.00

209

1945 (5/7) Cover to Australia pmk. Gothenburg with handstamp ‘Via England’ 

intended for PAA trans-Atlantic service (& then surface across Pacific), but flown on 

SILA Flying Fortress 2nd trans-Atlantic flight to New York. Oval flight cachet. US & 

Australian censor seals. (Crease at LH side).

£28.00

SWITZERLAND

210
1926 (28/11) Cover flown by Walter Mittelhozer on his Africa flight from Zurich to 

Alexandria (pmk. 14/12). Rectangular flight cachet
£25.00

211

1939 (1/11) Cover flown by Imperial Airways / Qantas to Australia. Manuscript 

‘Chiasso 2’ (exchange point on border with Italy). Sydney censor tape & cachet. 

(slight surface creases).

£18.00

212
22.11.1941 Geneve - Egypt (Alexandria 26/2/42) 2sf 40c typed "Lisbonne - New York - 

San Francisco - Singapore - Karachi - Le Caire" GB & Egytian censors
£36.00

TANGIER

213 4.7.1940 Registered to Manchester, "Via Lisbon" cachet censor tape. £25.00

214
16.1.1943 to Birmingham 4 x 1d o/p stamps cancelled British Post Office Tangier, 

censor tape #455
£25.00

215 17.4.1943 to New York opened by examiner 1473, 3 x1d o/p + 4d +1/- £20.00

216 15.11.1934 to Portugal stamped 6½d o/p stamps £12.00

TRINIDAD & TOBAGO

217
10.9.1944 cancelled at Lisbon on reverse to Switzerland. Opened by examiner and 

sealed with German Geoffnet. Red Cross envelope.
£35.00

U.S.A.

Also see Polar Flights

218
15.08.1927 Special flight Lindbergh "Spiringfield St Louis" and forwarded to 

Birmingham (England) via New York. Arrived in Birmingham 24.08.1927
£10.00

219
1928, 3 covers flown by by Lindberge with cachet "Lindberg Again fly the Air Mail"

£5.00

220
8 May 1937 Anglo American Goodwill Coronation Flight, US and GB frankings London 

"2.15AM 13 May" plus Photos and copy of news report.
£10.00

221

19.4.1937 Van Dusen Rouund the World long envelope FAM14 SF to Hong Kong 

70cts (6/5) Penang - Holland 65cts (15/5) Amsterdam - Brasil 2G 52.5 (20/5) Rio - USA 

11100Rs Various markings, folded

£80.00

222

20.5.1939 New York - New Zealand (Marseille 22nd) f/f FAM 18 south, blue cachet 

75cts all air rate. From Frank Arranging. Covers for expected new route to NZ (FAM 

19).

£20.00

223 27 June 1939 (3 covers), one to Canada, 2 to USA  all with back stamps £10.00

224 18.11.1941 New York - China (Marking on rear) 70cts purple cachet "Trans Pacific 

Service" believed on China Clipper on 19th Last FAM 14 flight before Japanese attack.

£48.00



225
2.12.1941 New York - Egypt (Cairo 24/3/42 NY 27/7/42) 70cts black & Purple "Return 

to Sender" and other markings U.S? Egypian censoring.
£48.00

226
11.12.1941 St Marys Convent Peekskill N.Y - Philippines (Sisters Convent) 50c rate 

purple "return tosender/Service suspended" cachet
£48.00

227

28.11.1941 Hawaii  Hilo-England 50c rate purple "via Clipper Air Mail" Pacific-Atlantic 

added in ink. Believed "California" Clipper" on last stage of FAM19 flew it to USA 

next day.

£36.00

228 27 June 1947 Hoholulu to Calcutta F/F Red cachet FAM 14,franked 25c.  Also 27 June 

47 FAM 18 + FAM14 around the world flight franked 50c purple cachet (2 covers)

£9.00

229
8 Nov 1948 PAA FAM18 purple cachet franked 3+5+8c. Also  4 Jan 1947 New York - 

Bombay black cachet 10+15c arrival h/s on face (2 covers)
£8.00

230
21 Feb 1947 San Francisco - Australia black cachet franked 20+5c. Also 1 May 1946 

FAM27 New York - Spain red cachet franked 5x6c (2 covers)
£8.00

231
27 June 1947 Around the world flight Blue cachet franked 15+5+30c. Also 31 March 

1945 New York - Egypt FAM 27 black cahet franked 50+20c (2 covers)
£8.00

VENEZUELA

232
Covers to the Swiss Legation,30+30+5 and 45+20 date stamps unclear both to USA

£6.00

COLECTIONS

233
Imperial Airways, 5 pages, Baggage label, repro postcards 5, 5 smaaler labels, 2 

stamps of HP42
£20.00

234
13 pages Pander Postjager, Study of 10 covers & 3 P/cs flown & 4 postcards plus 

block stamps including  signed items Crew & Geysendorffer.
£100.00

235
21 pages Amy Johnson , stamps, modern covers, postcards, labels, tickets, cig cards 

etc:
£120.00

236
23 pages Uiver, brochures, F/f, Return flights, 3 Crash covrs, postcards, Pilot signed, 

£320.00

237
40 pages The Great Air Race, mainly DH88, 1934 period covers 7 p/cs 6, modern 

covers 18 p/cs 8, photos 5, stamps & cigarette card plus Fridge magnets !
£100.00

PHOTGRAPHS

238
3 Press photos 205 x 255mm 50th Anniv England - Australia 1)Vicker Vimy 2) Shiers, 

K.Smith, Ross Smith, Bennett 3) Vimy leaving Richmond NSW
£24.00

239
Press Photo 205 x 255mm 10th Anniv Alcock & Brown, both standing by plane with 

mail bag.
£8.00

240
Inauguration of FAM 14 from San Francisco 22.11.1935, 16 black/white photos on 6 

written up sheets
£36.00

241 Lufthansa photo, 24 x 17.5cm Dornier Super Wal R4 just alighted from water £9.00

242
Lufthansa photo, 24 x 17.5cm Heinkel He12 Just launched from Bremen 22 July 1929

£12.00

243 Lufthansa photo, 24 x 17.5cm Dornier Do X just at point of take off £10.00

244 Lufthansa photo, 24 x 17.5cm Junker G 31, "D 1310" on the tarmac £8.00

245
Glossy Photo 8x6½" of first East African mail unloading at Croydon, one bag reads 

"Kampala to London"
£8.00

246
Glossy Photo 6"x3¼" od DH Dragonfly VP-YAX (destroyed near Gwelo 1938) with 

Miles Bowher
£4.00

247
Glossy Photo 7"x4" Argossy refulling at Luxor & Short "Satyrus" G-ABFC on the Nile

£6.00

POSTCARDS



248
set 10 cards depicting 1934 "Uiver" Memorial Flight 1984.        Proceeds to Club 

Funds
£25.00

249

Postcard of Sparten bi plane, signed on front  by PAULINE GOWER and D.SPICER, 

Pauline was head of the femal branch of the Air Transport Auxilary during WW II. 

Plus photostat of her history.

£25.00

250 Short S26 'G' clas seaplane G-AFCI at moorings £5.00

251
BEA airlines G-AMDB Dakota, G-AGJW Pioneer, both in flight. G-AGJV on tarmac (3 

cards)
£12.00

252
G-AAGX HP42E side view on tarmack, loading passengers and cargo. Printed by Tucks

£6.00

253 G-AAUD HP 42W flying over Croydon Aerodrome. #24 £5.00

254 G-AAXE HP 42E side view flying over sea #44 £6.00

255
KLM postcard depicting crew of KLM Douglas DC-4 ‘Uiver’ in front of the aircraft 

during MacRobertson Air Race to Australia.
£6.00

256 Tuck postcard of Imperial Airways Hannley Page Heracles G-AAXF ‘Helena’    £5.00

EPHEMERA

257
The First meeting in Ireland at Leopardstown, The Aero Sept 7 1910, staples 

removed, good condition
£11.00

258
Flying at Brooklands & Blackpool, The Aero Aug.10 1910, staples removed, good 

condition
£11.00

259
Wolverhampton & Bournmouth meetings, The Aero July 5th 1910, staples removed

£9.00

260 G.P.O Sept.1948 Air Mail Services, 4page leaflet, rates, super condition £5.00

261 BEA timetable 31 Oct 1948 Britain, Spain, Portugal & Gibraltar  #E8 £5.00

262 Mail cutting 100th atlantic clipper flight 27.5mm x 8mm £4.00

263
Mail cutting 6.1.1930 "Passenger version of the Comet" re DH 88  19.5mm x 7mm

£3.00

264
Mail cutting re first commercial passenger across the Atlantic "DIXIE" clipper at 

Marseilles 25.5 x 6mm
£3.00

265
Mail cutting proposed Atlantic air service Halifax to Galway (mounted on card 21.5 x 

10.5mm
£3.00

266 Mail cutting re Yankee Clipper atlantic crossing 18½ hours 28/6/39  23.5 x 6mm £15.00

267
Mail cuttings (2) 9/8/1933 Italian Air Armada Mishaps, machine overturned in Azores

£30.00

268 S.Rhodesia P8T Notice No25, 1937 "Empire Air Mail Scheme" £10.00

269 P.O Notice 7"x6" S.African Air Mail now goes for 1½d, Good condition £12.00

270
P.O Special Notice P2154E of 7/38 on thin card 7"x4½" "Empire Air Mail Scheme" 

small torn of top corner, otherwise good condition
£10.00

271
Newspaper Cutting of "Aries" flight to S.Africa + Obituary notice of Air Vice Marshal 

McKinley
£1.00

272 Newspaper cutting 1931 on African Air Mails £2.00

LITERATURE

273
Mollison the flying Scotsman, David Luff h/b 399pp, Chapter on Comet "Black Majic", 

new
£5.00

All reserves on the following lots include UK Postage & Packing; Overseas 

clients will be surcharged for any addiional postage

274
SHOOTING SUNS AND THINGS: Gallagher's 104p s/bk on the 1930s TA flights from 

Portmarnock Beach, Dublin. (1986)
£5.00



275

BRITISH SOUTH AMERICAN AIRWAYS 1946-1949, with notes on previous British 

attempts to introduce a South Atlantic air mail service, by Richard Beith. A4 64p illus 

inc. colour and sample timetables, Limited Edition , copy 288/300 (2004) 

£15.00

276
CLOUTH - Das Luftschiff von Koln: Bilingual Eng/German text by Duggan and 

Woodward. IIlus A5 32p. (1996) 
£5.00

277
THE STORY OF THE WWI ZEPPELIN RAID ON ELDON (Co Durham). Non-philatelic story 

by Margaret Beith. 24p A5, 8 iIlus. inc L16, Captain and crew (1999)
£5.00

278 THE FIJI BOMBER FUND: A4, WWII Cinderellas. (1982) £5.00

279
THE AEROPHILATELY OF THE US ARMY'S FIRST PAN AMERICAN GOODWILL FLIGHT 

1926-27. 120p spiral b’nd, by Julius Grigore, map. (1995) 
£14.00

280
LOCALLY REGISTERED AND FOREIGN AIR SERVICES OF BRITISH ASIA - WWII. A5 24p 

booklet. (2001) 
£6.00

281
POSTBEFORDERUNG MIT HUBSCHRAUBEN by Manfred Nesters. Cat of European 

Helicopter mails inc. GB. A5, 72 pages, German text. (1990) 
£7.50

    German Air Mails 1919-2004: DEUTSCHE LUFTPOST KATALOG: Illustrated German 

texts by Haberer in 15  A5 volumes, with valuations:

282 No.7, 1981-1990 (excluding Lufthansa) (1995) £6.50

283 No.13, 1991-1999 (excluding Lufthansa) (2000) £6.50

284 CODY & THE GREAT AIR RACE: 1911 at Paisley (1979) £2.50

285 ANNOUNCING THE ARRIVAL: Jersey Airport 1937-87 (1987) £5.00

286
FLYING AT LANARK: A pictorial celebration of the 1910 Lanark Aviation Meeting by Ed 

Archer, + 1930s flying displays at Lanark. 48p. p/b (2010)
£9.00




